
@TeacherNextDoor @Scholastic check feeds from last night's #TitleTalk on 
nonfiction! was sorry to miss it but heard great things. Prob. an archive somewhere 
 
Mon Mar 28 23:09:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52507722695979008 - #1 
tweet details

@frankisibberson @Csel251 Thanks! So much in the titletalk conversation last 
night that I couldn't remember what I said. Such great NF picture books! 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 20:24:49 +0000 - tweet id 52466193273073664 - #2 
tweet details

@LernerBooks RT @trkravtin: @LernerBooks An Unspeakable Crime: The 
Prosecution and Persecution of Leo Frank. #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 18:37:16 +0000 - tweet id 52439125579673601 - #3 
tweet details
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@LernerBooks RT @trkravtin: @LernerBooks A Land of Big Dreamers: Voices of 
Courage in America. Due April. #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 18:37:12 +0000 - tweet id 52439109205114881 - #4 
tweet details

@LernerBooks RT @trkravtin: @LernerBooks Due April: The Many Faces of 
George Washington. Fascinating. #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 18:37:07 +0000 - tweet id 52439086824300544 - #5 
tweet details

@LernerBooks RT @trkravtin: @LernerBooks PB/NF Bad News for Outlaws-
excellent historical biography. #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 18:37:02 +0000 - tweet id 52439066406420480 - #6 
tweet details

@ChocolateAir @karenterlecky Read your tweet about Article of Wk on #titletalk 
Had same problem w/sixth graders. Hard to find articles. U still trying? 
 
Mon Mar 28 15:25:38 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52390900940275712 - #7 
tweet details

@ChocolateAir Missed NF #titletalk last night. Couldn't wait for archive so 'rewound' 
& reread all the way through. Great chat! Added titles to TBR list 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 15:09:33 +0000 - tweet id 52386850932920320 - #8 
tweet details

@BeckMcDowell RT @yaloveblog: I'm reading a p'back NF title called LAST BUS 
OUT by Beck McDowell about Hurricane Katrina- very good! @BeckMcDowell 
#titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 13:59:35 +0000 - tweet id 52369244595302401 - #9 
tweet details

@DSloanandco Perfect timing follow-up to last night's #titletalk on NF for teens: 
CAN I SEE YOUR I.D.? by @bartography: http://bit.ly/e9nEv8 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 12:27:40 +0000 - tweet id 52346112492830720 - #10 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @kellylou Sunday before the All Write conference this June. 
@paulwhankins & I are driving together. Considered #titletalk on the road! 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 03:54:41 +0000 - tweet id 52217016798560256 - #11 
tweet details

@kellylou RT @PaulWHankins: Aptowicz's Words in Your Face is THE definitive 
look at the Spoken Word movement in NYC. Must read for National Poetry Month. 
#TitleTalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 03:53:29 +0000 - tweet id 52216714741555200 - #12 
tweet details

@kellylou @PaulWHankins WOOHOO!! Poetry is my bff. Or something more witty. 
Maybe this time I will actually make it to #titletalk. I keep missing out! 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 03:50:05 +0000 - tweet id 52215859346812928 - #13 
tweet details

@kovar5 RT @justwonderinY: Speaking of nonfiction: The Significance of Talk (my 
newest post) http://bit.ly/euOMA3 #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 03:47:27 +0000 - tweet id 52215194780315648 - #14 
tweet details

@maryannreilly RT @justwonderinY: Speaking of nonfiction: The Significance of 
Talk http://bit.ly/euOMA3 #titletalk WONDERFUL POST:) 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 03:17:31 +0000 - tweet id 52207663458689024 - #15 
tweet details
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@justwonderinY Speaking of nonfiction: The Significance of Talk (my newest post) 
http://bit.ly/euOMA3 #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 03:01:54 +0000 - tweet id 52203733282586624 - #16 
tweet details

@engltchrleo @donalynbooks That sounds like a fantastic idea. Count me in. 
#bookaday #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 02:32:30 +0000 - tweet id 52196333662126080 - #17 
tweet details

@engltchrleo @yaloveblog You should check out the Text Messages podcast ep 
about music by @ProfBuehler http://dft.ba/-hO8 #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 02:25:58 +0000 - tweet id 52194688526073856 - #18 
tweet details

@thereadingzone RT @donalynbooks: Join us the last Sunday of every month for 
#titletalk-- a discussion of book titles, kids, and instructional ideas. #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 02:25:44 +0000 - tweet id 52194630313324544 - #19 
tweet details

@ratzelster RT @donalynbooks: Join us the last Sunday of every month for 
#titletalk-- a discussion of book titles, kids, and instructional ideas. #t ... 
 
Mon Mar 28 01:52:30 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52186267529658368 - #20 
tweet details

@alybee930 #titletalk seems to be continuing informally as I look at my Twitter feed. 
:-) 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 01:47:11 +0000 - tweet id 52184928309362690 - #21 
tweet details

@teacher6th @donalynbooks @paulwhankins #titletalk always miss live chat but 
love reading the tweets! Thanks for the NF positive vibes! 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 01:46:00 +0000 - tweet id 52184630379544577 - #22 
tweet details

@shirlbro RT @PaulWHankins: Don't write off PBs, especially during National 
Poetry Month. Great NF PBs for Whitman, Dickinson, William Carlos Williams, etc. 
#TitleTalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 01:45:38 +0000 - tweet id 52184541841989632 - #23 
tweet details

@CBethM @carwilc All of tonight's will be in the archive. You can see previous 
months' talks archived at: http://titletalk.wikispaces.com/ 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 01:45:25 +0000 - tweet id 52184483721519104 - #24 
tweet details

@teacher6th RT @ddigiova: Gifted or Goof Off? Students like to know of people 
who didn't start out "perfect." #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 01:42:51 +0000 - tweet id 52183840181067776 - #25 
tweet details

@teacher6th RT @RdngTeach: Oh man! Child Called It... I've bought SO many 
copies of that book. One of the most stolen from my class (how I know it's good!) 
#titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 01:40:35 +0000 - tweet id 52183268598095873 - #26 
tweet details

@teacher6th RT @katsok: @donalynbooks Spilling Ink is huge in my room. Just 
used it for writing unit. Many kids bought it out of book order to have own. #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 01:40:03 +0000 - tweet id 52183132744581120 - #27 
tweet details

@teacher6th RT @katsok: @donalynbooks Greek Mythology has brought more of 
my students to NF than anything. Thank you @camphalfblood. #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 01:37:15 +0000 - tweet id 52182428575473665 - #28 
tweet details
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@teacher6th RT @PaulWHankins: When students ask, out of novel unit, "Was it 
really like that?" it's a ripe time for introducing related NF. They're asking. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 01:36:09 +0000 - tweet id 52182152288276480 - #29 
tweet details

@mardieteach @PaulWHankins @eductwitt @RdngTeach Missed #titletalk b/c I 
was at mom and pop's for dinner. But . . thanks for reminding me that . . . 1/2 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 01:28:15 +0000 - tweet id 52180165509386240 - #30 
tweet details

@lalibrarylady86 @donalynbooks Late to party but use tons NF #titletalk "My Dear 
Noel" by Jane Johnson upcoming for Beatrix Potter. Great bios out there too 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 01:26:55 +0000 - tweet id 52179829595971585 - #31 
tweet details

@alybee930 @donalynbooks @paulwhankins Yes love that idea... day long 
#titletalk #bookaday come and go. 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 01:24:41 +0000 - tweet id 52179266988810241 - #32 
tweet details

@rivas_barbara RT @MWLibraryDiva: I agree that titles that seem disgusting seem 
to hook readers: Leeches, Ticks, etc. are always checked out. #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 01:23:22 +0000 - tweet id 52178937161322497 - #33 
tweet details

@Trichick17 RT @MrSchuReads: I recommend Amelia Lost: the Life and 
Disappearance of Amelia Earheart by Candace Fleming http://tinyurl.com/6yk2vr5 
#Titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 01:18:20 +0000 - tweet id 52177668053024768 - #34 
tweet details

@CBethM @PaulWHankins @donalynbooks SQUEE!!! I <3 poetry!!! :) And you 
guys, of course. :) And #titletalk. :) 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 01:18:04 +0000 - tweet id 52177603771117568 - #35 
tweet details

@GradingGirl @thebrainlair Yes, Classy is witty and funny yet somehow practical. 
Girls love it, of course, and boys find it amusing! #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 01:18:02 +0000 - tweet id 52177594933714945 - #36 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins @CBethM Executive decision moment: We will do "Poetry" next 
month for #TitleTalk. . .but let me check with @donalynbooks first (wink). 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 01:16:56 +0000 - tweet id 52177319003045888 - #37 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler RT @CBethM: Can we have a poetry #titletalk some month??? 
#titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 01:15:31 +0000 - tweet id 52176961908391937 - #38 
tweet details

@katsok @PaulWHankins @donalynbooks You guys have #fancyphones, right? Do 
they have facetime? I could listen as I drive there as well.:) #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 01:15:10 +0000 - tweet id 52176874452946944 - #39 
tweet details

@CBethM Can we have a poetry #titletalk some month??? #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 01:15:06 +0000 - tweet id 52176854718742528 - #40 
tweet details

@karenterlecky @donalynbooks @justwonderinY never too late for poetry - try to 
infuse it all year long :) #titletalk 
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Mon, 28 Mar 2011 01:14:06 +0000 - tweet id 52176603559641088 - #41 
tweet details

@justwonderinY @katsok @lorilovesbooks "You wouldn't want to be..." = more 
books to check out! #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 01:13:39 +0000 - tweet id 52176491915657216 - #42 
tweet details

@thebrainlair @Cathy_Blackler @kelleemoye also, i try to be responsible without 
self-censoring. No need to find a problem. It will come! #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 01:13:34 +0000 - tweet id 52176469383847936 - #43 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins @donalynbooks @CBethM will archive. She is just waiting for you 
to stop hashtag-ing your tweets. #TitleTalk (wink)(grin). See what I did? 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 01:13:32 +0000 - tweet id 52176463503425536 - #44 
tweet details

@RdngTeach RT @donalynbooks: Join us the last Sunday of every month for 
#titletalk-- a discussion of book titles, kids, and instructional ideas. #t ... 
 
Mon Mar 28 01:13:15 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52176389381693440 - #45 
tweet details

@justwonderinY @donalynbooks Never too late for poetry. We can be thinking 
about it all month & will have lots to share. #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 01:12:46 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52176268887736320 - #46 
tweet details

@thebrainlair @Cathy_Blackler @kelleemoye what if this is the one book that will 
change these boys into readers? #titletalk 2/2 
 
Mon Mar 28 01:12:44 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52176260134223872 - #47 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins RT @donalynbooks: Join us the last Sunday of every month for 
#titletalk-- a discussion of book titles, kids, and instructional ideas. #t ... 
 
Mon Mar 28 01:12:39 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52176237354950656 - #48 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins @donalynbooks I'd love that. I'm still thinking the path from Indy to 
Warsaw (#AllWrite) is just ripe with mobile #TitleTalk possibility. 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 01:12:28 +0000 - tweet id 52176193562222592 - #49 
tweet details

@katsok @donalynbooks @paulwhankins Love the idea of a day long #titletalk. My 
amazon bill will be horrible, though. #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 01:11:38 +0000 - tweet id 52175982009909248 - #50 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @PaulWHankins Do you remember how to archive it? #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 01:11:36 +0000 - tweet id 52175974002987008 - #51 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins @verystillnorth Wow! Thanks for letting us know that you were 
here. This is exciting for us. We do #TitleTalk the last Sunday of each month. 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 01:11:34 +0000 - tweet id 52175966524538882 - #52 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @justwonderinY GREAT idea! Of course, #titletalk is at the end of 
the month. Too late for a poetry focus? #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 01:11:18 +0000 - tweet id 52175897805062145 - #53 
tweet details

@katsok @lorilovesbooks Love that series! "You wouldn't want to be..." #titletalk 
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Mon, 28 Mar 2011 01:11:04 +0000 - tweet id 52175841140019200 - #54 
tweet details

@karenterlecky Would love that! RT @donalynbooks Perhaps, over the summer, 
we can have a day long #titletalk #bookaday event. Come & go. Bring own snacks. 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 01:10:43 +0000 - tweet id 52175753239998464 - #55 
tweet details

@donalynbooks Join us the last Sunday of every month for #titletalk-- a discussion 
of book titles, kids, and instructional ideas. #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 01:10:31 +0000 - tweet id 52175701297737728 - #56 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins @donalynbooks Whew. This #TitleTalk. Takes a lot out of me. 
The only cure is to process. . .then go read quietly for a while. Great topic. 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 01:09:43 +0000 - tweet id 52175503062343681 - #57 
tweet details

@mbheartsbooks @justwonderinY Good idea!! Poetry #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 01:09:38 +0000 - tweet id 52175479880433664 - #58 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @verystillnorth I'm glad you were able to join us! #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 01:09:30 +0000 - tweet id 52175447982735360 - #59 
tweet details

@donalynbooks . @paulwhankins Perhaps, over the summer, we can have a day 
long #titletalk #bookaday event. Come and go. Bring your own snacks. #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 01:09:08 +0000 - tweet id 52175356039397377 - #60 
tweet details

@thebrainlair #titletalk was awesome! So glad I had a chance to stop by! Thanks 
@donalynbooks and @PaulWHankins. Look forward to meeting you both! 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 01:09:02 +0000 - tweet id 52175330831634432 - #61 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler @kelleemoye @thebrainlair I teach HS English (11/12 graders) - 
not sure I would put it in my library otherwise #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 01:08:51 +0000 - tweet id 52175284383916033 - #62 
tweet details

@justwonderinY You are all making me want to participate in a #titletalk about 
POETRY! April is poetry month. Just sayin'. 
 
Mon Mar 28 01:08:41 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52175242390536192 - #63 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @lorilovesbooks My students love those titles! #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 01:08:10 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52175110643269632 - #64 
tweet details

@lorilovesbooks Just got here....so have to mention the Actual Size books too. 
Darn west coast time zone. lol #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 01:08:09 +0000 - tweet id 52175105945649153 - #65 
tweet details

@yaloveblog @mindi_r @CBethM Is Tucker Max connected with I Hope They 
Serve Beer in Hell? I hear my seniors talk about that all the time. #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 01:07:56 +0000 - tweet id 52175054267625472 - #66 
tweet details

@justwonderinY @carwilc @frankisibberson @katiedicesare OH NO! I need to go 
book shopping. #titletalk is dangerous for the pocketbook! 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 01:07:43 +0000 - tweet id 52174996033904640 - #67 
tweet details
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@verystillnorth @donalynbooks @paulwhankins First ever #titletalk for me. Feel 
connected to other teachers even though I'm in remote village in AK :-) 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 01:07:32 +0000 - tweet id 52174950362132480 - #68 
tweet details

@cb6luvs2read @donalynbooks @paulwhankins Thank u for the topic of NF 
tonight! This was fabulous! #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 01:07:16 +0000 - tweet id 52174885727911936 - #69 
tweet details

@CBethM And the Best Sports Writing or The Best NF Writing or The Best Non-
Required Reading or...you get the picture. Good stuff. :) #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 01:07:14 +0000 - tweet id 52174876777250816 - #70 
tweet details

@CareOhLion I definitely extended my to-read list today after #titletalk!! Thanks 
guys! 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 01:07:13 +0000 - tweet id 52174872822038528 - #71 
tweet details

@Sayantani16 @mbheartsbooks @donalynbooks @PaulWHankins Ditto! Thank 
you all! #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 01:06:57 +0000 - tweet id 52174804459065344 - #72 
tweet details

@justwonderinY SO AGREE! RT @frankisibberson: @donalynbooks 
@PaulWHankins Thanks--a great way to end spring break #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 01:06:51 +0000 - tweet id 52174779549093888 - #73 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins RT @Sayantani16: @CBethM Love "This I believe". Also spoken 
word poets AMAZING for reaching young people on various issues - many online 
#titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 01:06:37 +0000 - tweet id 52174720589766656 - #74 
tweet details

@CBethM Also remember Rick Reilly. His books are delightful and soooooo worth 
reading. #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 01:06:33 +0000 - tweet id 52174705960026112 - #75 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins @donalynbooks Wait. It's not like "according to me. . ." It's the 
clock. The sand has shifted. We could be here all night. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 01:06:27 +0000 - tweet id 52174679816937472 - #76 
tweet details

@karenterlecky Totally agree @frankisibberson - perfect way to end spring break! 
Lots to think about! Thx @donalynbooks and @PaulWHankins #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 01:06:15 +0000 - tweet id 52174629204279296 - #77 
tweet details

@CBethM Ooooo...was thinking about football. Got a couple more titles!!! This one 
is on TBR: The long snapper. #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 01:06:12 +0000 - tweet id 52174615065280512 - #78 
tweet details

@mentortexts "@katsok: @donalynbooks @PaulWHankins thanks again for 
hosting this. Best part of the month. #titletalk" Def!...a mth is almost too long! 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 01:06:09 +0000 - tweet id 52174605351264256 - #79 
tweet details

@lorilovesbooks You probably already know about these, but the You Wouldn't 
Want To Be series is great. #titletalk 
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Mon, 28 Mar 2011 01:06:06 +0000 - tweet id 52174590193049600 - #80 
tweet details

@justwonderinY @karenterlecky @cbethm We just "discovered" & sorted the NF 
out of our baskets http://plixi.com/p/87477223 #titletalk Now growing collectn 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 01:06:01 +0000 - tweet id 52174567917105152 - #81 
tweet details

@kelleemoye @donalynbooks @paulwhankins Thank you guys for a great 
#titletalk!!! 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 01:05:57 +0000 - tweet id 52174554965086209 - #82 
tweet details

@donalynbooks We will post archive links as soon as I remember how... #titletalk 
#titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 01:05:46 +0000 - tweet id 52174507296821248 - #83 
tweet details

@katsok @TonyKeefer No kidding! Couldn't keep up tonight. #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 01:05:44 +0000 - tweet id 52174500661428224 - #84 
tweet details

@mbheartsbooks @donalynbooks @PaulWHankins Thanks for hosting! Nice end 
to Spring Break :) #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 01:05:39 +0000 - tweet id 52174476573548544 - #85 
tweet details

@Sayantani16 @CBethM Love "This I believe". Also spoken word poets AMAZING 
for reaching young people on various issues - many online #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 01:05:28 +0000 - tweet id 52174431442833409 - #86 
tweet details

@donalynbooks According to @paulwhankins, we are at the end of another great 
#titletalk. Thanks for joining us! #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 01:05:19 +0000 - tweet id 52174395812216832 - #87 
tweet details

@thebrainlair RT @donalynbooks: @CareOhLion @thebrainlair You know what 
they say, "Don't judge a book by it's movie!" #titletalk #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 01:05:16 +0000 - tweet id 52174381841002496 - #88 
tweet details

@MsRowse Thanks for a great #titletalk, @donalynbooks and @PaulWHankins! 
Can't wait to sift through archive. Happy week, everyone! 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 01:05:11 +0000 - tweet id 52174361368596480 - #89 
tweet details

@TonyKeefer @donalynbooks @paulwhankins thanks again for hositng #titletalk I 
need about 3 more hours to sift through the thread 
 
Mon Mar 28 01:04:47 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52174257739939840 - #90 
tweet details

@katsok @donalynbooks @PaulWHankins thanks again for hosting this. Best part 
of the month. #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 01:04:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52174243789676545 - #91 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler @PaulWHankins @donalynbooks another plane delay today-but 
glad I made it home for the last few mins of #titletalk - U 2 fab hosts as always 
 
Mon Mar 28 01:04:39 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52174224932093952 - #92 
tweet details

@donalynbooks RT @trkravtin: Lets all read and talk NF more often. That way it 
will be more front and center. Agree! #titletalk #titletalk 
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Mon Mar 28 01:04:35 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52174208704315392 - #93 
tweet details

@RdngTeach Ditto! A wonderful time as always! RT @MrSchuReads: 
@PaulWHankins @donalynbooks Thank you for hosting #Titletalk. :) 
 
Mon Mar 28 01:04:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52174192539484160 - #94 
tweet details

@thebrainlair RT @GradingGirl: Another fave NF: 2. Chew on This, Everything U 
Don't Want to Know about Fast Food by Wilson/Schlosser #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 01:04:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52174153154965504 - #95 
tweet details

@alybee930 Yes Thank you RT @MrSchuReads: @PaulWHankins 
@donalynbooks Thank you for hosting #Titletalk. :) 
 
Mon Mar 28 01:04:20 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52174146762838016 - #96 
tweet details

@bookyarncafe Thanks @donalynbooks and @PaulWHankins and everyone for 
another fantastic #titletalk ! 
 
Mon Mar 28 01:04:14 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52174119684419584 - #97 
tweet details

@thebrainlair @GradingGirl daughter read Classy. Was in Teen Vogue so should 
be a hit! #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 01:04:14 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52174120665878528 - #98 
tweet details

@mindi_r Thanks, everyone for another great #titletalk. (Sneaks off to order more 
books w/o hubby knowing...) 
 
Mon Mar 28 01:04:13 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52174117071372288 - #99 
tweet details

@Sayantani16 @thereadingzone use Chimamanda Adiche's TED talk on "the 
danger of the singular story"! Georgeous! http://bit.ly/6WfqX #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 01:04:09 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52174101552447488 - #100 
tweet details

@yaloveblog @thebrainlair I haven't read it yet, but it's on my "Mrs. A needs to read 
shelf" #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 01:03:59 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52174059659730944 - #101 
tweet details

@careohlion @donalynbooks I loved the movie so I am expecting to love the book 
even more lol #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 01:03:54 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52174039074095104 - #102 
tweet details

@GradingGirl And another great bio: Cheating Death, Stealing Life - The Eddie 
Guerrero Story by Guerrero and Krugman #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 01:03:50 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52174021097291776 - #103 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads @PaulWHankins @donalynbooks Thank you for hosting #Titletalk. 
:) 
 
Mon Mar 28 01:03:46 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52174004307496960 - #104 
tweet details

@frankisibberson @donalynbooks @PaulWHankins Thanks--a great way to end 
spring break #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 01:03:39 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52173973244489728 - #105 
tweet details
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@kelleemoye @Cathy_Blackler @kelleemoye @thebrainlair What grade 
appropriate is Decoded? #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 01:03:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52173946044432384 - #106 
tweet details

@thebrainlair @trkravtin agreed! It really helps me to "remember" titles and to 
purchase more!! #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 01:03:30 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52173938045882368 - #107 
tweet details

@ddigiova RT @trkravtin: Let's all read and talk NF more often. That way it will be 
more front and center. #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 01:03:20 +0000 - tweet id 52173895444336640 - #108 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins Hey, @donalynbooks. Boy, I hate to be "that guy," but my clock 
says 9PM EST. What a great #TitleTalk topic tonight. Whew. Need archive. 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 01:03:07 +0000 - tweet id 52173839655899136 - #109 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @CareOhLion @thebrainlair You know what they say, "Don't 
judge a book by it's movie!" #titletalk #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 01:02:58 +0000 - tweet id 52173800904728576 - #110 
tweet details

@thebrainlair @kelleemoye @cathy_blackler Yes!! #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 01:02:52 +0000 - tweet id 52173777466953728 - #111 
tweet details

@cb6luvs2read RT @katsok: RT @trkravtin: Lets all read and talk NF more often. 
That way it will be more front and center. #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 01:02:50 +0000 - tweet id 52173767115407360 - #112 
tweet details

@mentortexts These! Love them-the bobble head ones!"@MrSchuReads: 
@mentortexts They are published by Grosset and Dunlap. http://t.co/7HJQwKT 
#Titletalk" 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 01:02:38 +0000 - tweet id 52173718755098625 - #113 
tweet details

@thebrainlair RT @MsRowse: @CBethM That cracks me up. Reading is reading, 
right? Even Tucker Max. :) My kids love him too. #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 01:02:36 +0000 - tweet id 52173709707972609 - #114 
tweet details

@katsok RT @trkravtin: Lets all read and talk NF more often. That way it will be 
more front and center. #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 01:02:25 +0000 - tweet id 52173664799555585 - #115 
tweet details

@thebrainlair @CareOhLion Yes! It had more information on his background. I 
even liked the football talk! #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 01:02:20 +0000 - tweet id 52173643781902336 - #116 
tweet details

@justwonderinY @katiedicesare I've been wanting to check that out! #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 01:02:16 +0000 - tweet id 52173626505560064 - #117 
tweet details

@mindi_r #titletalk @CBethM Difference between HS & MS. Just from titles, 
couldn't put Tucker Max in my CR library. (keep forgetting the hashtag) 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 01:02:15 +0000 - tweet id 52173621598236672 - #118 
tweet details
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@gmfunk Books about faith popular #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 01:02:12 +0000 - tweet id 52173608298086400 - #119 
tweet details

@frankisibberson @mentortexts He wasn't my fav but the bio looks good! #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 01:02:10 +0000 - tweet id 52173601503326208 - #120 
tweet details

@GradingGirl Another fave NF: 2. Chew on This, Everything U Don't Want to Know 
about Fast Food by Wilson/Schlosser #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 01:02:07 +0000 - tweet id 52173586923929600 - #121 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @CBethM @tonykeefer Lord, help me. I just looked up Tucker 
Max on Amazon. Which one should I read first? #titletalk #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 01:02:02 +0000 - tweet id 52173568582225920 - #122 
tweet details

@CBethM @Sayantani16 That reminds me - I have the This I Believe books in my 
room also. Good stuff. :) #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 01:01:50 +0000 - tweet id 52173515406839808 - #123 
tweet details

@karenterlecky @trkravtin @donalynbooks I love Jimi Sounds Like a Rainbow but 
my class wasn't as much in like with it #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 01:01:44 +0000 - tweet id 52173492472397824 - #124 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler @kelleemoye @thebrainlair yes, Decoded by Jay-Z #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 01:01:41 +0000 - tweet id 52173478983516160 - #125 
tweet details

@GradingGirl Came late but have a few NF faves to add: 1. Classy, Exceptional 
Advice for the Extremely Modern Lady by Blasberg #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 01:01:35 +0000 - tweet id 52173455252127747 - #126 
tweet details

@thebrainlair @yaloveblog i'm not a huge sports fan but read both these for a book 
talk, I really enjoyed The Blind Side #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 01:01:23 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52173403473448960 - #127 
tweet details

@thereadingzone I am using TED tomorrow to open our study of Chinua Achebe's 
Things Fall Apart! :) #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 01:01:12 +0000 - tweet id 52173359299039232 - #128 
tweet details

@katsok @CBethM Don't know the Tucker Max books - looked it up - interesting! :) 
#titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 01:00:53 +0000 - tweet id 52173277510123520 - #129 
tweet details

@trkravtin Let's all read and talk NF more often. That way it will be more front and 
center. #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 01:00:28 +0000 - tweet id 52173174930030592 - #130 
tweet details

@kelleemoye @Cathy_Blackler @thebrainlair Decoded by Jay-Z? #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 01:00:28 +0000 - tweet id 52173174879686656 - #131 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins Aptowicz's Words in Your Face is THE definitive look at the 
Spoken Word movement in NYC. Must read for National Poetry Month. #TitleTalk 
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Mon, 28 Mar 2011 01:00:24 +0000 - tweet id 52173158400274432 - #132 
tweet details

@MsRowse @CBethM That cracks me up. Reading is reading, right? Even Tucker 
Max. :) My kids love him too. #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 01:00:15 +0000 - tweet id 52173119200313344 - #133 
tweet details

@frankisibberson @katiedicesare @justwonderinY My kids are all of a sudden 
loving Life Size Aquarium. #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 01:00:15 +0000 - tweet id 52173118487269376 - #134 
tweet details

@ddigiova Gifted or Goof Off? Students like to know of people who didn't start out 
"perfect." #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 01:00:14 +0000 - tweet id 52173116465614849 - #135 
tweet details

@CBethM Yes, it will!!! As soon as the conversation slows down! RT @RdngTeach: 
@carwilc Itll be archived! #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 01:00:06 +0000 - tweet id 52173082948939776 - #136 
tweet details

@CareOhLion @thebrainlair I really want to read The Blind Side! Better than the 
movie?#titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:59:52 +0000 - tweet id 52173023503073281 - #137 
tweet details

@Sayantani16 @MsRowse @PaulWHankins I use NF Storycorps 
(www.storycorps.org) and radio diaries (www.radiodiaries.org) lots in my college 
clsrm #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:59:48 +0000 - tweet id 52173006285438976 - #138 
tweet details

@trkravtin RT @MsRowse: @PaulWHankins I LOVE TED! Never thought of 
classifying as NF. <headsmack> #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:59:46 +0000 - tweet id 52172999109001216 - #139 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads @mentortexts They are published by Grosset and Dunlap. 
http://tinyurl.com/4u6zs42 #Titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:59:42 +0000 - tweet id 52172982424059904 - #140 
tweet details

@CBethM @TonyKeefer Love to hear you say that. :) Most of my students are still 
closet readers. Will borrow/return during my prep. #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:59:42 +0000 - tweet id 52172980779892736 - #141 
tweet details

@thereadingzone A lot of my students love Ellen Hopkins and her books lead them 
to NF #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:59:42 +0000 - tweet id 52172978401718272 - #142 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins RT @Cathy_Blackler: @thebrainlair Decoded has been a bit hit in 
my classroom. Passed from one student to the next #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:59:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52172959116304384 - #143 
tweet details

@mbheartsbooks @katsok They are the "bobble head" bios in my room, too! 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:59:33 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52172942943059968 - #144 
tweet details
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@karenterlecky Popular in my class recently: The Buzz on Bees, Sit-In, Shocking 
Truth About Energy #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:59:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52172940384550913 - #145 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins @Sayantani16 Don't look to hard. Here's the "toaster video" from 
TED. http://bit.ly/gw2eHM #TitleTalk. It even works for about 3 seconds. 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:59:30 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52172928913117185 - #146 
tweet details

@RdngTeach @carwilc It'll be archived! #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:59:07 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52172832649658368 - #147 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler @thebrainlair Decoded has been a bit hit in my classroom. 
Passed from one student to the next #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:59:07 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52172835078152194 - #148 
tweet details

@katiedicesare @justwonderinY Lot of animal lovers in my room too. Life Size Zoo 
a big hit. #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:59:06 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52172827461300224 - #149 
tweet details

@MWLibraryDiva River Monsters and other similar titles flew out of my book fair 
last week. #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:59:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52172803004305410 - #150 
tweet details

@CBethM *cringes from expected response* The most passed around books this 
year was not from my classroom library: the Tucker Max books. #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:59:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52172803226611712 - #151 
tweet details

@thebrainlair @RdngTeach Cut is another book that walks out of the library!! 
#titletalk I know it's not NF... 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:58:59 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52172802031230977 - #152 
tweet details

@trkravtin RT @cb6luvs2read: Students seem to enjoy books by Seymour Simon 
@ChronicleKids #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:58:53 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52172772754980864 - #153 
tweet details

@yaloveblog @thebrainlair I have The Blind Side and need to get Friday Night 
Lights #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:58:50 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52172762004979712 - #154 
tweet details

@carwilc Out celebrating a friend's birthday. Just came in on #titletalk. Dang! I 
missed a lot! 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:58:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52172734943338496 - #155 
tweet details

@LaurelSnyder @PaulWHankins I meant this: http://www.daneldon.org/site/?
p=3187 Not Journey to Nowhere. Sorry! #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:58:42 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52172727817224193 - #156 
tweet details

@mbheartsbooks Kids Make History by Susan Buckley has interesting format kids 
love! she has others in series, too. #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:58:33 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52172691255476224 - #157 
tweet details
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@frankisibberson @donalynbooks I forgot about Small Steps! #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:58:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52172683747659777 - #158 
tweet details

@trkravtin RT @donalynbooks: Gary Paulsen memoirs, Small Steps by Peg 
Kehret, Soul Surfer, Jimi Sounds Like a Rainbow #titletalk #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:58:29 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52172674692157440 - #159 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @PatZMiller @MrSchuReads Just ordered Amelia Lost #titletalk 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:58:28 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52172669893873664 - #160 
tweet details

@TonyKeefer @CBethM by the looks of the titles you are sharing, I need to hang 
out in your room. #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:58:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52172664298672128 - #161 
tweet details

@careohlion @CBethM I loved A Child Called It!!! #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:58:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52172659160662016 - #162 
tweet details

@cb6luvs2read Students seem to enjoy books by Seymour Simon #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:58:20 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52172634598813696 - #163 
tweet details

@katsok @TonyKeefer Love the Who was... biographies. I call them the "bobble 
head" biographies. #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:58:10 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52172595172347904 - #164 
tweet details

@thebrainlair @MsRowse IKR! perennial favorite! #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:58:07 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52172583893864450 - #165 
tweet details

@Sayantani16 @PaulWHankins Must look up that TED talk about McGuyver like 
toaster making and Hitchhiker's Guide to Galaxy! #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:57:50 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52172511042994176 - #166 
tweet details

@thebrainlair Just got a request for Decoded from some 8th grade boys. #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:57:46 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52172492592254976 - #167 
tweet details

@janflora RT @PaulWHankins: Favorite title for many students. And think about 
this: Kurt Cobain's Journals. Isn't this a form of NF? Handwritten notes? #TitleTalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:57:46 +0000 - tweet id 52172491841474560 - #168 
tweet details

@MsRowse @PaulWHankins I LOVE TED! Never thought of classifying as NF. 
<headsmack> #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:57:42 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52172477924786176 - #169 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins @LaurelSnyder Yes. Mine do. There is one about Zora Neale 
Hurston that is just delightful. Some pull-outs are "burnt." #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:57:39 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52172466080063489 - #170 
tweet details

@donalynbooks More faves: Gary Paulsen memoirs, Small Steps by Peg Kehret, 
Soul Surfer (now a movie), Jimi Sounds Like a Rainbow #titletalk #titletalk 
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Mon Mar 28 00:57:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52172443825078273 - #171 
tweet details

@trkravtin RT @PaulWHankins: TED videos are a great form of NF. The guy who 
makes his own toaster after reading Adams Hitchhikers. #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:57:30 +0000 - tweet id 52172426980761600 - #172 
tweet details

@CBethM Friday Night Lights, A Walk in the Woods, A Child Called It, Bathroom 
Readers, Zombie Survival Guide (it's catalogued as NF!) #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:57:29 +0000 - tweet id 52172421314248704 - #173 
tweet details

@PatZMiller RT @MrSchuReads: I recommend Amelia Lost: the Life and 
Disappearance of Amelia Earheart by Candace Fleming http://tinyurl.com/6yk2vr5 
#Titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:57:22 +0000 - tweet id 52172392121892864 - #174 
tweet details

@RdngTeach Oh man! Child Called It... I've bought SO many copies of that book. 
One of the most stolen from my class (how I know it's good!) #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:57:20 +0000 - tweet id 52172385578795008 - #175 
tweet details

@TonyKeefer My class also devoured the Who Was biography series 
http://amzn.to/hzZT0D, this year. The bin was empty for about 6 weeks. #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:57:16 +0000 - tweet id 52172366905741312 - #176 
tweet details

@justwonderinY Found a few of my boys deeply debating which was the more 
powerful the croc or the shark w this book http://bit.ly/h3jO3A #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:57:15 +0000 - tweet id 52172362422026240 - #177 
tweet details

@frankisibberson Pebble Go is a great resource for K-3. Great combo of text, 
visuals, video. Intuitive for young children. #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:57:13 +0000 - tweet id 52172355908284416 - #178 
tweet details

@MsRowse @thebrainlair I think half my students have read every Dave Pelzer 
book written. School library has them all. #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:57:02 +0000 - tweet id 52172307581501440 - #179 
tweet details

@yaloveblog @PaulWHankins My boys love anything music-related, i.e. Heroin 
Diaries. I don't have that in my room, but I see them rdg it. #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:56:55 +0000 - tweet id 52172277969727489 - #180 
tweet details

@morebooksplz RT @thereadingzone: My HS freshman love 21, Grayson, Night, 
Scientists in the Field, science related books, math related books #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:56:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52172184692604928 - #181 
tweet details

@katsok @donalynbooks Spilling Ink is huge in my room. Just used it for writing 
unit. Many kids bought it out of book order to have own. #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:56:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52172179676209154 - #182 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins TED videos are a great form of NF "in the dark." Can't miss--the 
guy who makes his own toaster after reading Adams' Hitchhiker's. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:56:29 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52172168791982080 - #183 
tweet details
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@LaurelSnyder @PaulWHankins Speaking of which, do kids ever get into rt/collage 
books, like Journey to Nowhere. I'd think they would. #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:56:28 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52172168217366528 - #184 
tweet details

@frankisibberson RT @alybee930: RT @Sayantani16: Nice post from 
@MixedUpFiles of Middle Grade Authors on MG Biographies: http://bit.ly/evwyBe 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:56:21 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52172139293450240 - #185 
tweet details

@thebrainlair #titletalk The Burn Journals, A Child Called It, Guts, Any sports stars, 
She Said Yes, Shipwrecked 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:56:17 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52172121912262657 - #186 
tweet details

@trkravtin @thebrainlair Yes! Excellent list. #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:56:17 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52172121509605377 - #187 
tweet details

@alybee930 RT @Sayantani16: Nice post from @MixedUpFiles of Middle Grade 
Authors on MG Biographies: http://bit.ly/evwyBe #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:56:13 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52172103918682112 - #188 
tweet details

@morebooksplz RT @donalynbooks: RT @CBethM: Seems like NF titles move 
much faster when you give them context, like teasers for them to want to know 
more. #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:56:13 +0000 - tweet id 52172102643613696 - #189 
tweet details

@Sayantani16 Nice post from @MixedUpFiles of Middle Grade Authors on MG 
Biographies: http://bit.ly/evwyBe #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:55:44 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52171980467732480 - #190 
tweet details

@donalynbooks Faves this yr: Spilling Ink (NaNoWriMo influenced interest), Saving 
the Baghdad Zoo, Hitler Youth, any Seymour Simon, #titletalk #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:55:35 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52171943213936640 - #191 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins My students also love the multigenre Bob Dylan book with the pull
-out tickets, posters, lyrics, etc. Older "pop-up." #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:55:23 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52171893079412736 - #192 
tweet details

@thebrainlair #titletalk Between a Rock and a Hard Place, The Blind Side, Friday 
Night Lights, Eat, Pray Love, Where Men Win Glory 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:54:55 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52171775840223232 - #193 
tweet details

@karenterlecky @donalynbooks @CBethM think a great display of facing out NF 
appeals to stud - much more likely to pull from that #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:54:53 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52171766440804353 - #194 
tweet details

@LaurelSnyder @katsok Love love love these books, and now so do my kids. 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:54:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52171760195469312 - #195 
tweet details

@trkravtin Into the Unknown from @Candlewick #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:54:41 +0000 - tweet id 52171719351353344 - #196 
tweet details
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@CBethM @PaulWHankins Cobain's journals are definitely NF. #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:54:15 +0000 - tweet id 52171607594106880 - #197 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins My students also like a book that Time put out about a year or two 
ago: Peace. It's about the iconic symbol/origins. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:54:14 +0000 - tweet id 52171603219460096 - #198 
tweet details

@katsok Forgot MacAulay's Castles and The Way things work #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:54:06 +0000 - tweet id 52171571997048832 - #199 
tweet details

@verystillnorth @donalynbooks David Macaulay's The New Way Things Work. All 
time favorite #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:54:01 +0000 - tweet id 52171549653991424 - #200 
tweet details

@thebrainlair @frankisibberson trying to update our library but can't get rid of old 
books! Also, teachers had lost faith in library. #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:53:47 +0000 - tweet id 52171491734847488 - #201 
tweet details

@cb6luvs2read Again, Battle Heroes: Voices from Afghanistan does not collect 
dust in our classroom library! #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:53:37 +0000 - tweet id 52171449250758658 - #202 
tweet details

@trkravtin New this spring: Into the Unknown an excellent book about expeditions 
and journeys. Cutaway illus. foldout extras. #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:53:36 +0000 - tweet id 52171444657987584 - #203 
tweet details

@frankisibberson @MrSchuReads Just bought Amelia Lost. #titletalk and Amazon 
One Click are a great combo... 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:53:29 +0000 - tweet id 52171417541808128 - #204 
tweet details

@donalynbooks RT @CBethM: Seems like NF titles move much faster when you 
give them context, like teasers for them to want to know more. #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:53:19 +0000 - tweet id 52171375049326592 - #205 
tweet details

@mbheartsbooks Author's notes are my fave feature & are good NF reading 
themselves! Good insight to writing NF #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:53:18 +0000 - tweet id 52171369496055808 - #206 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins Favorite title for many students. And think about this: Kurt 
Cobain's Journals. Isn't this a form of NF? Handwritten notes? #TitleTalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:53:17 +0000 - tweet id 52171365926699009 - #207 
tweet details

@katsok Fav. titles: Amelia Rules; O'Connor's GN on Greek Gods; Good, Bad, the 
Barbie; Nic Bishop; Poop Happened, and Knuckleheads!!!! #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:53:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52171312688402433 - #208 
tweet details

@justwonderinY @mentortexts So much time could be spent on literary nonfiction 
now. Many great mentors. #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:53:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52171306929618945 - #209 
tweet details
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@TonyKeefer RT @CBethM: Seems like NF titles move much faster when you give 
them context, like teasers for them to want to know more. #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:53:01 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52171296708100096 - #210 
tweet details

@thereadingzone My HS freshman love 21, Grayson, Night, Scientists in the Field, 
science related books, math related books #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:52:55 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52171271630356480 - #211 
tweet details

@CBethM Seems like NF titles move much faster when you give them context, like 
teasers for them to want to know more. #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:52:50 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52171252202344448 - #212 
tweet details

@ProfessorNana GN Amelia Earhart:This Broad Ocean, also one on Thoreau, 
Satchel Paige. #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:52:48 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52171245504045057 - #213 
tweet details

@mentortexts @frankisibberson @PaulWHankins I wasn't a fan of Chaplin. Dry in 
my opinion...*shrug* #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:52:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52171145901899777 - #214 
tweet details

@TonyKeefer My class got really into how to books like See How It’s Made 
http://amzn.to/g7rNcv and Like a Pro http://amzn.to/hmXVaD #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:52:15 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52171104403460096 - #215 
tweet details

@CBethM @trkravtin The Codes book would really fly off my shelf if I resurrected 
the story about a local woman who was a decoder in WWII. #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:52:12 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52171092881707008 - #216 
tweet details

@2ndgradetchr i find they can make better/stronger connections to NF texts than to 
fiction texts #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:52:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52171056689057792 - #217 
tweet details

@frankisibberson @ProfessorNana I forget about NF audio. Thx for recc. #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:52:00 +0000 - tweet id 52171042176774144 - #218 
tweet details

@katsok @MrSchuReads I agree! Thanks for sending it to me! Just got to it today 
(monster to read stack) and it was simply awesome. #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:51:51 +0000 - tweet id 52171006026059776 - #219 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins About ten minutes left in this #TitleTalk. I love how this community 
just kind of runs with the discussion. It's umm. . .novel. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:51:47 +0000 - tweet id 52170986098929664 - #220 
tweet details

@2ndgradetchr my kids love gail gibbons #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:51:38 +0000 - tweet id 52170949172269056 - #221 
tweet details

@thebrainlair @verystillnorth @msrowse luckily not an issue for our school. 
Affluent area where parents will buy books in a heartbeat. #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:51:38 +0000 - tweet id 52170948857700352 - #222 
tweet details
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@donalynbooks We've been sharing titles like mad, but in the last 10 minutes, let's 
share students' favorite nonfiction titles. #titletalk #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:51:35 +0000 - tweet id 52170936937480192 - #223 
tweet details

@frankisibberson My biggest issue is that most of our school lib NF was purchased 
15+ years ago. Slow to replace and I have no patience! #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:51:27 +0000 - tweet id 52170905878667264 - #224 
tweet details

@theOCBlog RT @MWLibraryDiva: Try this website for interesting nonfiction: 
http://bit.ly/ChIqa #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:51:26 +0000 - tweet id 52170901181042688 - #225 
tweet details

@alybee930 RT @ProfessorNana: WE ARE THE SHIP by Kadir Nelson. Excellent 
audio. #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:51:24 +0000 - tweet id 52170890162618369 - #226 
tweet details

@ProfessorNana WE ARE THE SHIP by Kadir Nelson. Excellent audio. #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:51:16 +0000 - tweet id 52170856398467073 - #227 
tweet details

@gmfunk @donalynbooks izzit.com has great NF articles for stds. #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:51:15 +0000 - tweet id 52170852090916864 - #228 
tweet details

@cb6luvs2read @mentortexts PB NF titles are great! Students love Henry's 
Freedom Box! #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:51:02 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52170799775354880 - #229 
tweet details

@mindi_r @thereadingzone Grayson is part of our memoir unit. Kids love it. 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:51:02 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52170799666307072 - #230 
tweet details

@katsok @TonyKeefer @mentortexts Henry's Freedom Box is one of my all-time 
favorites. Love the pics of him in the box. #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:51:02 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52170798894555136 - #231 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads I recommend Amelia Lost: the Life and Disappearance of Amelia 
Earheart by Candace Fleming http://tinyurl.com/6yk2vr5 #Titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:51:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52170791491616768 - #232 
tweet details

@trkravtin Top Secret: A Handbook of Codes, Ciphers and Secret Writing 
@Candlewick #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:50:55 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52170768557150209 - #233 
tweet details

@MsRowse @thebrainlair We're lucky--pretty supportive admin/librarian to get 
books. Was throwing out suggestion for others. Thanks though! #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:50:33 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52170676420874241 - #234 
tweet details

@frankisibberson @PaulWHankins Yes, you are so sly...#titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:50:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52170670725013504 - #235 
tweet details
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@thereadingzone Great NF rec- Lynne Cox Grayson #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:50:24 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52170638793777152 - #236 
tweet details

@CBethM @kelleemoye Try: http://tweetchat.com/room/titletalk #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:50:17 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52170611983781888 - #237 
tweet details

@frankisibberson @bookyarncafe Sir Charlie http://tinyurl.com/4u8w5ve #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:50:11 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52170584787927040 - #238 
tweet details

@cb6luvs2read The Extraordinary Mark Twain according to Susy #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:50:06 +0000 - tweet id 52170564562993152 - #239 
tweet details

@TonyKeefer @mentortexts love Henry's Freedom Box, have you used Sit In by 
the Pinkneys yet? #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:50:06 +0000 - tweet id 52170562725883904 - #240 
tweet details

@trkravtin I'm looking at the NF/MG page in the @Candlewick backlist catalog: The 
Hero Schliemann: The Dreamer Who Dug for Troy. #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:50:04 +0000 - tweet id 52170557663354881 - #241 
tweet details

@katsok @donalynbooks Greek Mythology has brought more of my students to NF 
than anything. Thank you @camphalfblood. #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:50:02 +0000 - tweet id 52170549673197569 - #242 
tweet details

@alybee930 RT @mentortexts: I like NF picture books like Henry's Freedom Box. 
#titletalk <=Kadir Nelson, Andrea Pinkney good to check out 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:49:53 +0000 - tweet id 52170510414528512 - #243 
tweet details

@verystillnorth @thebrainlair @MsRowse If budget is an issue try 
DonorsChoose.org. I've gotten hundreds of books this year #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:49:48 +0000 - tweet id 52170490751631360 - #244 
tweet details

@MWLibraryDiva Try this website for interesting nonfiction: http://bit.ly/ChIqa 
#titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:49:46 +0000 - tweet id 52170480454606848 - #245 
tweet details

@kelleemoye With new twitter cannot figure out how to follow #titletalk. I'm going to 
have to get tweet deck or something to follow these convos... 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:49:44 +0000 - tweet id 52170470979670016 - #246 
tweet details

@jemifraser Yikes! Missed most of #titletalk :( My students LOVE NF! Popular 
topics: war, animals, oddities, spooky stuff, bios, machines, Egypt... 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:49:35 +0000 - tweet id 52170435734933504 - #247 
tweet details

@mbheartsbooks @trkravtin LOVE Secrets & anything else about Hunley! #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:49:27 +0000 - tweet id 52170399844286464 - #248 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins @frankisibberson No. Go ahead and send it to me (wink--see 
what I did there?). #TitleTalk 
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Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:49:26 +0000 - tweet id 52170398552432640 - #249 
tweet details

@CBethM @PaulWHankins You mentioned Houdini - what about this one? The 
Secret Life of Houdini: The Making of America's First Superhero #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:49:26 +0000 - tweet id 52170397919084544 - #250 
tweet details

@gmfunk @trkravtin I'll check it out. #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:49:22 +0000 - tweet id 52170379384471553 - #251 
tweet details

@katsok RT @PaulWHankins: When students ask, out of novel unit, "Was it really 
like that?" it's a ripe time for introducing related NF. They're asking. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:49:16 +0000 - tweet id 52170352964534272 - #252 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @katsok We're reading Greek myths, identifying heroic 
archetypes & researching a modern hero. fiction & nonfiction! #titletalk #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:49:11 +0000 - tweet id 52170335277158400 - #253 
tweet details

@mentortexts I like NF picture books like Henry's Freedom Box. #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:49:03 +0000 - tweet id 52170299361329152 - #254 
tweet details

@CBethM & for those interested in philosophy over the past yrs - Plato & a Platypus 
Walk into a Bar: Understanding Philosophy Thru Jokes #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:48:39 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52170200455446528 - #255 
tweet details

@thebrainlair @MsRowse any foundational grants you can use? #titletalk Try to get 
library book supplier to give a deal for buying so many books? 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:48:37 +0000 - tweet id 52170190988902400 - #256 
tweet details

@morebooksplz RT @katsok: @donalynbooks I agree. If we buy NF based on their 
interest vs. curriculum it won't seem like assigned "School work". #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:48:34 +0000 - tweet id 52170177122541568 - #257 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins When students ask, out of novel unit, "Was it really like that?" it's 
a ripe time for introducing related NF. They're asking. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:48:28 +0000 - tweet id 52170154313908224 - #258 
tweet details

@TonyKeefer @donalynbooks @DSloanandco amen to that, students are real 
readers #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:48:17 +0000 - tweet id 52170106620493824 - #259 
tweet details

@cb6luvs2read Jean Fritz has a good NF line. My students like those. #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:48:02 +0000 - tweet id 52170044393783296 - #260 
tweet details

@katsok @PaulWHankins @CBethM Ha! Love the title! #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:47:58 +0000 - tweet id 52170028551913473 - #261 
tweet details

@trkravtin RT @PaulWHankins: Escape! The Story of the Great Houdini by Sid 
Fleishmann @ProfessorNana sent me this one. Love it! #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:47:54 +0000 - tweet id 52170011518840832 - #262 
tweet details
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@frankisibberson @PaulWHankins He has a new one on Charlie Chaplin that is on 
my stack. Same format, etc. Have you read it? #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:47:50 +0000 - tweet id 52169992438943744 - #263 
tweet details

@mbheartsbooks @donalynbooks If we overlook their interests we are overlooking 
what really matters! #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:47:43 +0000 - tweet id 52169963292721152 - #264 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @TonyKeefer @DSloanandco It's like comparing what our 
students do to "real" readers. They are real readers, too. #titletalk #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:47:36 +0000 - tweet id 52169935077638144 - #265 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins RT @CBethM: I know that my students are into strange trivia. 
Last year's group esp. loved Why Do Men Have Nipples? #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:47:32 +0000 - tweet id 52169920464683008 - #266 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins RT @donalynbooks: We are 45 minutes into #titletalk. What a 
great discussion. I look forward to reading the archives later. #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:47:21 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52169871148056576 - #267 
tweet details

@mindi_r #titletalk @MsRowse I think that would be a great way, as long as kids 
have library cards or a school library. 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:47:20 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52169870082715648 - #268 
tweet details

@katsok @MsRowse Great idea! Think I'll try and drum up some non-fict. lit circles 
this week. #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:47:17 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52169854224052224 - #269 
tweet details

@RdngTeach So, I jsut got 12 Nooks to use at school. anyone know of good NF 
titles I could purchase? #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:47:14 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52169842375131136 - #270 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins Escape! The Story of the Great Houdini by Sid Fleishmann (audio 
by @TaylorMali) @ProfessorNana sent me this one. Love it! #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:47:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52169816714395650 - #271 
tweet details

@CBethM I know that my students are into strange trivia. Last year's group esp. 
loved Why Do Men Have Nipples? #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:47:06 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52169807755358208 - #272 
tweet details

@karenterlecky @katsok @donalynbooks so impt to have a librarian who supports 
the school with good NF purchases - I'm very lucky that way! #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:46:48 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52169733180624896 - #273 
tweet details

@RdngTeach @MsRowse Good idea! #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:46:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52169714998321152 - #274 
tweet details

@frankisibberson @donalynbooks @PaulWHankins such a great topic. Making me 
realize how much more time I need so spend shopping for good NF #titletalk 
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Mon Mar 28 00:46:39 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52169698103660544 - #275 
tweet details

@thereadingzone @donalynbooks #titletalk Yup, I've been doing that as much as 
possible. :) A lot of it is perception issue. Lots of pics=for elem kids. Ugh 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:46:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52169673260810241 - #276 
tweet details

@katsok @TonyKeefer @DSloanandco Love that. All need to be "real reading". 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:46:33 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52169672145117184 - #277 
tweet details

@MsRowse Addressing economics: possible to do lit circles of NF books? Kids find 
their own in library or used stores; organize by topic? #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:46:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52169626070687744 - #278 
tweet details

@katsok @mindi_r Thanks! Added to wish list. #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:46:17 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52169603677290497 - #279 
tweet details

@donalynbooks We are 45 minutes into #titletalk. What a great discussion. I look 
forward to reading the archives later. #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:46:15 +0000 - tweet id 52169594265280512 - #280 
tweet details

@TonyKeefer @DSloanandco the phrase "real" reading struck me too, but I don't 
want to think of fiction as "fake" reading. #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:46:02 +0000 - tweet id 52169540028731392 - #281 
tweet details

@mindi_r @katsok http://amzn.to/f1sFCg #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:45:32 +0000 - tweet id 52169413511741440 - #282 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins RT @gmfunk: @trkravtin Best nonfiction has same qualities as 
good fiction. Elaine Showalter says teach in same way. #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:45:31 +0000 - tweet id 52169410827390976 - #283 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @thereadingzone and share these text sets w/ colleagues? I think 
they may not realize the potential... #titletalk #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:45:28 +0000 - tweet id 52169398609387520 - #284 
tweet details

@MWLibraryDiva As a student and later as teacher I enjoyed Weekly Reader and 
other news magagzines as a lead in to more nonfiction. #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:45:20 +0000 - tweet id 52169366036414464 - #285 
tweet details

@DSloanandco @TonyKeefer Real reading. I'm nodding my head as I read that. 
Like it. #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:45:01 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52169286344654849 - #286 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins @thereadingzone I just did a school visit where Elementary and 
JH/SH selections were separated by one partial wall. Sigh. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:44:57 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52169267117961216 - #287 
tweet details

@mbheartsbooks @karenterlecky @donalynbooks @KellyGToGo @dublit11 that's 
when I started using AOW... loving it!! #titletalk 
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Mon Mar 28 00:44:52 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52169247215988736 - #288 
tweet details

@cb6luvs2read My st. love Battle Heroes: Voices from Afghanistan #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:44:50 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52169237401321472 - #289 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @thereadingzone Can you create text sets for units that include a 
wider variety of genres, reading levls, formats? #titletalk 1/2 #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:44:50 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52169238626041856 - #290 
tweet details

@thebrainlair @cb6luvs2read book by Kimberly Hill Campbell. #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:44:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52169197815480320 - #291 
tweet details

@katsok @frankisibberson @katsok @MrSchuReads Who is the tiger book by? 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:44:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52169198591422464 - #292 
tweet details

@trkravtin Both just mentioned NF from @LernerBooks were YALSA Excellence in 
NF Award Finalists. #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:44:29 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52169150331764736 - #293 
tweet details

@TonyKeefer @donalynbooks student interest drives how I build my nf collection in 
my room #titletalk, probably explains an abundance of "weird" books 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:44:28 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52169147630620672 - #294 
tweet details

@DSloanandco @dheiligman @mstewartscience See the #titletalk stream. Bet you 
two have some ideas for names for nonfiction as genre that appeal to kids. 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:44:26 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52169139418169344 - #295 
tweet details

@katsok @donalynbooks I agree. If we buy NF based on their interest vs. 
curriculum it won't seem like assigned "School work". #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:44:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52169132166225920 - #296 
tweet details

@ddigiova RT @donalynbooks: I think we must look beyond our curriculum when 
selecting informational texts for students What about their interests? #titletalk 
#titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:44:11 +0000 - tweet id 52169073852825600 - #297 
tweet details

@CBethM @MsRowse Izzit is very handy. Finds some articles that I might not 
otherwise see. #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:43:57 +0000 - tweet id 52169015103197184 - #298 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins Tom Thumb: The Remarkable True Story of a Man in Miniature by 
George Sullivan Couple this title with American Sideshows. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:43:56 +0000 - tweet id 52169013303853056 - #299 
tweet details

@frankisibberson @katsok @MrSchuReads My fav book of the moment! #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:43:53 +0000 - tweet id 52168999424901120 - #300 
tweet details

@alybee930 RT @trkravtin: Secrets of a Civil War Submarine; Written in Bone: 
Buried Lives of Jamestown and Colonial Maryland @LernerBooks #titletalk 
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Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:43:52 +0000 - tweet id 52168997289988096 - #301 
tweet details

@justwonderinY RT @DSloanandco: Some good NF resources: I.N.K. (interesting 
nonfiction for kids) THINK TANK http://bit.ly/brsNFm and blog http://bit.ly/4DbLJH. 
#titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:43:43 +0000 - tweet id 52168956592656384 - #302 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads RT @donalynbooks: RT @gmfunk: @trkravtin Best nonfiction has 
same qualities as good fiction. Elaine Showalter says teach in same way. #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:43:42 +0000 - tweet id 52168952738095104 - #303 
tweet details

@trkravtin Secrets of a Civil War Submarine; Written in Bone: Buried Lives of 
Jamestown and Colonial Maryland @LernerBooks #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:43:41 +0000 - tweet id 52168951077146624 - #304 
tweet details

@karenterlecky @MsRowse @KellyGToGo thx for the izzit.org suggestion. Will 
check it out at 9 :) #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:43:39 +0000 - tweet id 52168940301991936 - #305 
tweet details

@donalynbooks RT @gmfunk: @trkravtin Best nonfiction has same qualities as 
good fiction. Elaine Showalter says teach in same way. #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:43:30 +0000 - tweet id 52168903618596864 - #306 
tweet details

@ddigiova RT @DSloanandco: Some good NF resources: I.N.K. (interesting 
nonfiction for kids) THINK TANK http://bit.ly/brsNFm and blog http://bit.ly/4DbLJH. 
#titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:43:27 +0000 - tweet id 52168890058407936 - #307 
tweet details

@CBethM @katsok @PaulWHankins Most excellent. I will be looking for Phineas 
Gage. My students are into that kind of stuff, also. :) #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:43:26 +0000 - tweet id 52168885230776320 - #308 
tweet details

@frankisibberson RT @donalynbooks: I think we must look beyond our curriculum 
when selecting informational texts for students What about their interests? #titletalk 
#titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:43:25 +0000 - tweet id 52168880851914753 - #309 
tweet details

@thebrainlair @thereadingzone i try to change my cataloging to fit my students. Try 
to remember that it serves users not librarians! #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:43:20 +0000 - tweet id 52168863445561344 - #310 
tweet details

@thereadingzone @mbheartsbooks and HS teachers rarely do! In fact, tend to ban 
any juvenile books. Cataloged in juvenile? Off limits. *sigh* #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:43:18 +0000 - tweet id 52168853416976386 - #311 
tweet details

@frankisibberson RT @RdngTeach: Yes! RT @gmfunk: @trkravtin Best nonfiction 
has same qualities as good fiction. Elaine Showalter says teach in same way. 
#titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:43:14 +0000 - tweet id 52168836799148032 - #312 
tweet details

@TonyKeefer RT @gmfunk: @trkravtin Best nonfiction has same qualities as good 
fiction. Elaine Showalter says teach in same way. #titletalk 
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Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:43:14 +0000 - tweet id 52168835230478336 - #313 
tweet details

@donalynbooks I think we must look beyond our curriculum when selecting 
informational texts for students What about their interests? #titletalk #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:43:12 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52168829501063169 - #314 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads RT @katsok: @PaulWHankins Love Phineas Gage. My students 
always flip to the diagram of his head with the stake going through it. #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:43:11 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52168821770956800 - #315 
tweet details

@RdngTeach Yes! RT @gmfunk: @trkravtin Best nonfiction has same qualities as 
good fiction. Elaine Showalter says teach in same way. #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:43:07 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52168807229304832 - #316 
tweet details

@justwonderinY @thebrainlair A good reminder to also take "snippets" from NF to 
read & discuss. Lots of talking in short text selections #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:42:53 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52168746655154176 - #317 
tweet details

@gmfunk @trkravtin Best nonfiction has same qualities as good fiction. Elaine 
Showalter says teach in same way. #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:42:48 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52168726178574336 - #318 
tweet details

@katsok @PaulWHankins Love Phineas Gage. My students always flip to the 
diagram of his head with the stake going through it. #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:42:48 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52168727009042433 - #319 
tweet details

@DSloanandco Some good NF resources: I.N.K. (interesting nonfiction for kids) 
THINK TANK http://bit.ly/brsNFm and blog http://bit.ly/4DbLJH. #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:42:44 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52168711003578368 - #320 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins RT @thebrainlair: "Less is More" has good short NF selections to 
use in class. #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:42:38 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52168684441042944 - #321 
tweet details

@mbheartsbooks @thereadingzone It still amazes me more MG teachers don't see 
the value in PB NF!! Very sad. #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:42:35 +0000 - tweet id 52168671455485952 - #322 
tweet details

@trkravtin @LernerBooks An Unspeakable Crime: The Prosecution and 
Persecution of Leo Frank. #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:42:35 +0000 - tweet id 52168671245762560 - #323 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads RT @PaulWHankins: Phineas Gage: A Gruesome but True Story 
of Brain Science by John Fleischman My guys like this title. Thin but deep. 
Terminology. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:42:30 +0000 - tweet id 52168652274925568 - #324 
tweet details

@RdngTeach @PaulWHankins My boys love PHineas Gage! #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:42:28 +0000 - tweet id 52168644922314752 - #325 
tweet details

@MsRowse Has anyone mentioned izzit.org yet? Picked up that site from 
@KellyGToGo and it's been fabulous. #titletalk 
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Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:42:14 +0000 - tweet id 52168584104914944 - #326 
tweet details

@cb6luvs2read @thebrainlair Is this a book, website, other?? "Less is More" 
#titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:42:13 +0000 - tweet id 52168581944844288 - #327 
tweet details

@chorkie @MrSchuReads @trkravtin I loved that book. #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:42:11 +0000 - tweet id 52168570414710784 - #328 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins Phineas Gage: A Gruesome but True Story of Brain Science by 
John Fleischman My guys like this title. Thin but deep. Terminology. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:42:00 +0000 - tweet id 52168527783804928 - #329 
tweet details

@katsok @frankisibberson @MrSchuReads I don't know Save the Tiger! Off to add 
it to my list. #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:41:56 +0000 - tweet id 52168507906990080 - #330 
tweet details

@karenterlecky @alybee930 @katsok LOVE "crossing swords" chapter!! #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:41:41 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52168448054272000 - #331 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads @frankisibberson's blog post on Can We Save the Tiger? 
http://tinyurl.com/6xldchn #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:41:39 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52168437224583168 - #332 
tweet details

@thebrainlair "Less is More" has good short NF selections to use in class. #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:41:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52168365179011072 - #333 
tweet details

@justwonderinY @thebrainlair Our librarian is great about taking requests for NF 
books which we've found that work well in CR w stud & curr #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:41:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52168351564308480 - #334 
tweet details

@CBethM @thereadingzone I think I will have Ss choose articles from RSS feed 
this last MP - they're complaining about my choices lately. #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:41:15 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52168336301228032 - #335 
tweet details

@ddigiova @DSloanandco @donalynbooks That would be cool! Any ideas for a 
new name? #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:41:13 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52168327992315904 - #336 
tweet details

@frankisibberson RT @donalynbooks: @thereadingzone @RdngTeach I use the 
goodreads #fancyphone app. Scan when I'm at the library or bookstore. #titletalk ... 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:41:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52168309210234882 - #337 
tweet details

@MsRowse @TonyKeefer Sorry! If it's any consolation, some of my conservative 
kids give me a hard time. :-) #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:41:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52168293804556289 - #338 
tweet details

@trkravtin @MrSchuReads Yay!! #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:41:02 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52168280785424384 - #339 
tweet details
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@thereadingzone Any ideas how we can get more secondary teachers to see that 
MG/PB NF is a valid choice? Or, how can we change cataloging? #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:40:55 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52168254701043712 - #340 
tweet details

@mbheartsbooks @donalynbooks Getting ready to do AOW for 2nd week... kids 
loved it & it was meaningful #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:40:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52168237143699456 - #341 
tweet details

@trkravtin @LernerBooks A Land of Big Dreamers: Voices of Courage in America. 
Due April. #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:40:50 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52168232307658752 - #342 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads @trkravtin I am reading The Many Faces of George Washington. 
Fascinating! #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:40:41 +0000 - tweet id 52168192918958080 - #343 
tweet details

@frankisibberson @PaulWHankins With so many video clips embedded in web 
reading, it is scary. #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:40:39 +0000 - tweet id 52168187973865472 - #344 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins RT @katsok: Use Knuckleheads - "Crossing Swords" chapter to 
show them non-fiction can be funny. #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:40:39 +0000 - tweet id 52168184480022528 - #345 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins RT @alybee930: RT @katsok: Use Knuckleheads - "Crossing 
Swords" chapter to show them non-fiction can be funny. #titletalk <=agree so have i 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:40:34 +0000 - tweet id 52168163416223744 - #346 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @thereadingzone @RdngTeach I use the goodreads 
#fancyphone app. Scan when I'm at the library or bookstore. #titletalk #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:40:21 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52168109301317632 - #347 
tweet details

@justwonderinY @thereadingzone @RdngTeach Yay, Evernote. I take pictures of 
covers & wait for a deal. #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:40:16 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52168090196254720 - #348 
tweet details

@thebrainlair RT @DSloanandco: @donalynbooks Just finding this #titletalk 
stream, but perhaps NF needs a new name? Something not "non"... something t ... 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:40:14 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52168080486440961 - #349 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads I am having a horrible TITLETALK delay. :( 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:40:10 +0000 - tweet id 52168066288713728 - #350 
tweet details

@katsok @CBethM It's awesome! My husband had to read it after I did. re. 
Knuckleheads. #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:40:09 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52168061469474817 - #351 
tweet details

@trkravtin @LernerBooks Due April: The Many Faces of George Washington. 
Fascinating. #titletalk 
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Mon Mar 28 00:40:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52168056247566336 - #352 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins @frankisibberson Aha. NCTE has a 2001 publication by John 
Golden. Great NF resource for teachers who use film as anchor. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:40:07 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52168050232934400 - #353 
tweet details

@karenterlecky @donalynbooks tried @KellyGToGo's Article of Wk after hearing 
him at @dublit11 but impt to find good articles - harder for 5th gr #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:40:07 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52168052502052865 - #354 
tweet details

@frankisibberson @MrSchuReads and I both LOVE SAVE THE TIGER. Amazing 
new NF. #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:40:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52168039629721602 - #355 
tweet details

@thereadingzone @sarahcburger I used tweentribune last yr and my 6th graders 
found it hard to navigate. May have improved, though! #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:40:02 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52168030096080896 - #356 
tweet details

@RdngTeach @msj5ny I have 4 boys of my own. All have loved the MT books! 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:39:41 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52167943257202688 - #357 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads @frankisibberson Did you mention Can We Save the Tiger? by 
Martin Jenkins? http://tinyurl.com/5shablw #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:39:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52167927767629826 - #358 
tweet details

@thereadingzone @PaulWHankins Article of the Wk- Next yr I plan to have 
students choose article from RSS feed on NIng and respond on their blog #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:39:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52167900294955008 - #359 
tweet details

@DSloanandco @donalynbooks Just finding this #titletalk stream, but perhaps NF 
needs a new name? Something not "non"... something that speaks to kids? 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:39:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52167882607575040 - #360 
tweet details

@CBethM @katsok I had to buy that book after I saw so much conversation about 
that chapter in particular. HILARIOUS! :) #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:39:24 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52167869940764674 - #361 
tweet details

@thebrainlair Do your school librarians take requests? #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:39:21 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52167858708426752 - #362 
tweet details

@sarahcburger Has anyone tried teentribune.com or tweentribune.com? #titletalk 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:39:20 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52167855042600960 - #363 
tweet details

@mbheartsbooks the Oh, Yuck & Oh, Yikes books offer grossness in perfect read 
aloud length snippets. #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:39:17 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52167841461440512 - #364 
tweet details

@TonyKeefer The idea of helping kids evaluate web-based info is so important 
Been working all year w/ 4th graders. #titletalk no big successes yet. 
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Mon Mar 28 00:39:17 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52167841398538241 - #365 
tweet details

@RdngTeach @CBethM I'll keep an eye out for our library sale! Good ideas! 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:39:16 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52167839213293568 - #366 
tweet details

@alybee930 RT @katsok: Use Knuckleheads - "Crossing Swords" chapter to show 
them non-fiction can be funny. #titletalk <=agree so have i 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:39:13 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52167823472066560 - #367 
tweet details

@morebooksplz RT @thereadingzone: @katsok Just did a fantastic webquest 
where my kids evaluated a bunch of websites. All fake, but they fell for a lot! #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:39:08 +0000 - tweet id 52167802571862016 - #368 
tweet details

@trkravtin @gmfunk No, it's new from @hmhbooks The Heart and the Fist by Eric 
Greitens. A Rhodes Scholar/humanitarian/Navy Seal. GREAT book. #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:39:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52167787006803968 - #369 
tweet details

@frankisibberson @PaulWHankins My 4th graders told me they knew how to 
watch video for entertainment but have no idea how to pull info from it. #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:39:02 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52167780216209408 - #370 
tweet details

@katsok Use Knuckleheads - "Crossing Swords" chapter to show them non-fiction 
can be funny. #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:38:49 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52167725568622593 - #371 
tweet details

@msj5ny @RdngTeach I just found out about these this week. They are great 
(magic Tree House) #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:38:47 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52167718501236737 - #372 
tweet details

@CBethM @RdngTeach The public library just released a TON of NF from their 
shelves. Picked up about 20 bks for < $5. All quite recent. #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:38:41 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52167689313058816 - #373 
tweet details

@thereadingzone @RdngTeach Agreed. I carry a list of "must have" titles in my 
smart phone & search everywhere. That way I don't buy willy-nilly #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:38:33 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52167656958210048 - #374 
tweet details

@NoVaLibraryMom Ooh, yes! RT @cb6luvs2read Library of Congress website has 
excellent access to primary sources #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:38:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52167649697873922 - #375 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins RT @donalynbooks: . Kelly Gallagher's Article of the Week is a 
meaningful routine for study of current events & nonfiction texts. #titletalk #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:38:18 +0000 - tweet id 52167595054473216 - #376 
tweet details

@thebrainlair RT @PaulWHankins: @donalynbooks And add to Watsons and 
Birmingham, films (which can serve as NF "in the dark") like Four Little Girls. 
#TitleTalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:38:08 +0000 - tweet id 52167551203016706 - #377 
tweet details
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@thereadingzone @katsok But just reference the tree octopus and now they 
remember to evaluate everytihng! #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:37:57 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52167505766121472 - #378 
tweet details

@katsok @thereadingzone Awesome! Such a good learning tool. #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:37:55 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52167498719707137 - #379 
tweet details

@donalynbooks . Kelly Gallagher's Article of the Week is a meaningful routine for 
study of current events & nonfiction texts. #titletalk #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:37:54 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52167494277939200 - #380 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins And just building on my thinking here, how often do we in ELA 
classrooms treat our film selection as NF "in the dark?" #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:37:52 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52167487852257280 - #381 
tweet details

@morebooksplz RT @donalynbooks: Fiction can lead students to NF & vice versa. 
Students read Birmingham Sunday after reading Watsons Go to Birmingham. 
#titletalk #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:37:47 +0000 - tweet id 52167463034552320 - #382 
tweet details

@katsok @RdngTeach I know! They just pick the first link on google and use it. 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:37:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52167435889033217 - #383 
tweet details

@RdngTeach @thereadingzone That's where I get most of mine also. Selection 
isn;t usually as wide. #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:37:36 +0000 - tweet id 52167417840943104 - #384 
tweet details

@gmfunk @trkravtin Is "Lone Survivor" the Navy Seal book? #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:37:30 +0000 - tweet id 52167393786601473 - #385 
tweet details

@trkravtin @LernerBooks PB/NF Bad News for Outlaws-excellent historical 
biography. #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:37:25 +0000 - tweet id 52167370957012993 - #386 
tweet details

@thereadingzone @katsok Just did a fantastic webquest where my kids evaluated 
a bunch of websites. All fake, but they fell for a lot! #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:37:20 +0000 - tweet id 52167349733818369 - #387 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins @donalynbooks And add to Watsons and Birmingham, films 
(which can serve as NF "in the dark") like Four Little Girls. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:37:16 +0000 - tweet id 52167334416236544 - #388 
tweet details

@justwonderinY Oh no! My dryer just stopped during #titletalk. Gotta go put on air 
for a few minutes. No time to fold. 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:37:06 +0000 - tweet id 52167292389298176 - #389 
tweet details

@RdngTeach @katsok Lots of bad stuff out there!! They don't even realize! 
#titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:37:05 +0000 - tweet id 52167287179972608 - #390 
tweet details
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@thereadingzone @RdngTeach I buy a lot of my NF used. Or at book warehouses. 
Not as immediate, but helps my budget. #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:36:46 +0000 - tweet id 52167210935926784 - #391 
tweet details

@katsok We used the net to research the "tree octopus" and show students to 
analyze their sources. Lot of bad stuff out there. #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:36:35 +0000 - tweet id 52167161996787712 - #392 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads RT @donalynbooks: Fiction can lead students to NF & vice versa. 
Students read Birmingham Sunday after reading Watsons Go to Birmingham. 
#titletalk #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:36:33 +0000 - tweet id 52167153847246848 - #393 
tweet details

@mbheartsbooks @katsok Oh, yeah... the grosser the better!! #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:36:22 +0000 - tweet id 52167106485157888 - #394 
tweet details

@donalynbooks Fiction can lead students to NF & vice versa. Students read 
Birmingham Sunday after reading Watsons Go to Birmingham. #titletalk #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:36:06 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52167041184055296 - #395 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins Don't write off PBs, especially during National Poetry Month. 
Great NF PBs for Whitman, Dickinson, William Carlos Williams, etc. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:36:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52167028634681344 - #396 
tweet details

@cb6luvs2read Library of COngress website has excellent access to primary 
sources #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:35:50 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52166972330356736 - #397 
tweet details

@trkravtin Lerner has some good NF, too. I'll see what I can come up with. #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:35:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52166945864286209 - #398 
tweet details

@MWLibraryDiva I have a series title Icky, Yucky stuff at school, home, in your 
body, etc. and those are always checked out with a waiting list. #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:35:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52166930659950592 - #399 
tweet details

@gmfunk Teen boys like military stories, Krakouer (sp), some social commentary, 
Michael Pollen #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:35:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52166932698382336 - #400 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads RT @MWLibraryDiva: I agree that titles that seem disgusting seem 
to hook readers: Leeches, Ticks, etc. are always checked out. #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:35:38 +0000 - tweet id 52166925840678912 - #401 
tweet details

@morebooksplz RT @mbheartsbooks: @MWLibraryDiva I use lots of NF poetry... 
there is more out there than I realized! Good way to hook them in. #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:35:35 +0000 - tweet id 52166910820876288 - #402 
tweet details

@RdngTeach But I'm back to economics.If I buy Dark Games and How They 
Croaked tonight,will cost me more than last 5 PB fict books I bought #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:35:24 +0000 - tweet id 52166864482217984 - #403 
tweet details
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@katsok @TonyKeefer @frankisibberson Thanks for the links! Just bookmarked 
them to explore later. #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:35:23 +0000 - tweet id 52166862066290690 - #404 
tweet details

@morebooksplz RT @donalynbooks: Agree that primary source documents, Web 
content, articles, magazines, all deserve a spot. #titletalk #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:35:23 +0000 - tweet id 52166859725869056 - #405 
tweet details

@karenterlecky @TonyKeefer you and I are on same page with online NF 
reading :) #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:35:23 +0000 - tweet id 52166859625218049 - #406 
tweet details

@thebrainlair RT @donalynbooks: A great book for secondary teachers: Strange 
Bedfellows by Carol Rawlings Miller. Text pairs that compare themes... #titletalk 
#titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:35:22 +0000 - tweet id 52166855472852992 - #407 
tweet details

@ProfessorNana Scholastic has series NF including "record" books. EVERY 
MINUTE ON EARTH terrific for MG. #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:35:21 +0000 - tweet id 52166853581213696 - #408 
tweet details

@morebooksplz RT @karenterlecky: @donalynbooks don't forget online rdg 
sources- very motivating for stud. recently stud were rdging cricket World Cup play 
by play #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:35:07 +0000 - tweet id 52166794525409280 - #409 
tweet details

@mbheartsbooks @MWLibraryDiva I use lots of NF poetry... there is more out 
there than I realized! Good way to hook them in. #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:35:04 +0000 - tweet id 52166779182645248 - #410 
tweet details

@donalynbooks Agree that primary source documents, Web content, articles, 
magazines, all deserve a spot. #titletalk #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:34:55 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52166742583156736 - #411 
tweet details

@yaloveblog I'm reading a p'back NF title called LAST BUS OUT by Beck 
McDowell about Hurricane Katrina- very good! @BeckMcDowell #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:34:49 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52166717694152704 - #412 
tweet details

@karenterlecky @mbheartsbooks another great author study as well! Impt for them 
to understand NF has authors who care about text #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:34:47 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52166711843094529 - #413 
tweet details

@TonyKeefer @frankisibberson I'll look at zooborns thx, #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:34:45 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52166700849840128 - #414 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins I've been reading Where Good Ideas Come From this weekend. 
Extensions to science and history with this title. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:34:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52166682050953216 - #415 
tweet details

@MWLibraryDiva I agree that titles that seem disgusting seem to hook readers: 
Leeches, Ticks, etc. are always checked out. #titletalk 
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Mon Mar 28 00:34:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52166642091831296 - #416 
tweet details

@Devas_T RT @MrSchuReads: @Bartography talks about Can I See Your ID? YA 
NF http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uOwkPiyZWuc #Titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:34:29 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52166633418010624 - #417 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads @caharvey2 I agree! BookFlix and TrueFlix are wonderful for NF. 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:34:20 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52166597707694080 - #418 
tweet details

@ddigiova RT @donalynbooks: A great book for secondary teachers: Strange 
Bedfellows by Carol Rawlings Miller. Text pairs that compare themes... #titletalk 
#titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:34:17 +0000 - tweet id 52166582385913856 - #419 
tweet details

@frankisibberson @TonyKeefer Thx for sharing the links. I like zooborns too but 
harder to navigate. #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:34:13 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52166567278026753 - #420 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins RT @donalynbooks: A great book for secondary teachers: 
Strange Bedfellows by Carol Rawlings Miller. Text pairs that compare themes... 
#titletalk #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:34:06 +0000 - tweet id 52166538844831744 - #421 
tweet details

@thebrainlair i usually read a few nonfiction pic books when I'm looking for Mock 
Newbery, need to start highlighting those at checkout. #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:34:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52166529940328449 - #422 
tweet details

@TonyKeefer RT @katsok: For boys I display interesting titles like "Poop 
Happened". Automatically checked out. #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:33:48 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52166464446267392 - #423 
tweet details

@frankisibberson RT @TonyKeefer: I have been using wonderopolis.org, 
http://j.mp/Z6HFp, and http://j.mp/2LmDFn a lot this year #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:33:42 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52166437434961920 - #424 
tweet details

@donalynbooks A great book for secondary teachers: Strange Bedfellows by Carol 
Rawlings Miller. Text pairs that compare themes... #titletalk #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:33:37 +0000 - tweet id 52166418162139136 - #425 
tweet details

@MsRowse Other web sources: blog comments can provide nice analysis 
opportunities. #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:33:29 +0000 - tweet id 52166382065946624 - #426 
tweet details

@thereadingzone My coteacher and I bring in LOT of articles from NYtimes. Not 
happy abt fee structure. Kids can't browse on individual comps now. #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:33:28 +0000 - tweet id 52166377255075840 - #427 
tweet details

@caharvey2 We have online subscriptions at my school to BookFlix and myOn 
Reader which are full of non-fiction books. Kids are loving them! #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:33:25 +0000 - tweet id 52166364126908416 - #428 
tweet details
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@trkravtin RT @ProfessorNana: Marc Aronson also great NF: HOW SUGAR 
CHANGED THE WORLD. Janet Bodes books from 90s need rediscovered. #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:33:21 +0000 - tweet id 52166349551702016 - #429 
tweet details

@bookyarncafe @RdngTeach info. about students' rights cases are very motivating 
for our MG students (esp. 1st and 4th amendment). #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:33:21 +0000 - tweet id 52166348930953216 - #430 
tweet details

@MWLibraryDiva I think the MT books along with their NF companion books are a 
great way to guide students to NF. #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:33:20 +0000 - tweet id 52166345600663552 - #431 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins @trkravtin Mr. Hankins just plugged that one, T (wink). #TitleTalk. 
Wow. This conversation scrolls quickly. . . 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:33:20 +0000 - tweet id 52166343599984641 - #432 
tweet details

@katsok For boys I display interesting titles like "Poop Happened". Automatically 
checked out. #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:33:08 +0000 - tweet id 52166294824435713 - #433 
tweet details

@TonyKeefer I have been using wonderopolis.org, http://j.mp/Z6HFp, and 
http://j.mp/2LmDFn a lot this year #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:33:06 +0000 - tweet id 52166287849291776 - #434 
tweet details

@trkravtin RT @thereadingzone: @trkravtin Yup! Dark Games was awesome! 
#titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:33:03 +0000 - tweet id 52166274922463233 - #435 
tweet details

@frankisibberson RT @MrSchuReads: @Bartography talks about Can I See Your 
ID? YA NF http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uOwkPiyZWuc #Titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:32:48 +0000 - tweet id 52166210753794048 - #436 
tweet details

@mindi_r Science teacher in my school uses Arnosky's Ark as a jumping off point 
for a research proj. she does in her classes. #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:32:44 +0000 - tweet id 52166192412106752 - #437 
tweet details

@ProfessorNana Marc Aronson also great NF: HOW SUGAR CHANGED THE 
WORLD. Janet Bode's books from 90s need rediscovered. #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:32:40 +0000 - tweet id 52166175794270208 - #438 
tweet details

@karenterlecky @donalynbooks don't forget online rdg sources- very motivating for 
stud. recently stud were rdging cricket World Cup play by play #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:32:31 +0000 - tweet id 52166138423025664 - #439 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins Oooh. . .a friend here at Twitter said that her teachers get caught 
up in "page count." Ouch. Hey, folks, what's a picture worth? #TitleTalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:32:30 +0000 - tweet id 52166136804032512 - #440 
tweet details

@thereadingzone @trkravtin Yup! Dark Games was awesome! #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:32:13 +0000 - tweet id 52166064192241664 - #441 
tweet details
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@RdngTeach I love bringing in current events articles that spark convo w/ kids. We 
also get newspapers delivered 3 days/week. #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:32:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52166009053917184 - #442 
tweet details

@mbheartsbooks @PaulWHankins The Dark Game looks good! I'll have to get 
that! #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:31:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52165993195257856 - #443 
tweet details

@MWLibraryDiva tWhat about using poetry as a way to introduce NF? I heard 
somewhere that a high percentage of poetry is nonfiction. #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:31:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52165994222854144 - #444 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads @Bartography talks about Can I See Your ID? YA NF 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uOwkPiyZWuc #Titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:31:54 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52165984974405632 - #445 
tweet details

@CBethM RT @katsok: @justwonderinY @ddigiova I agree! Linking NF to what 
they are currently reading helps peak interest. #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:31:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52165973087748096 - #446 
tweet details

@bookyarncafe Right now we are having a NF "March Madness" reading challenge 
(NCAA). We have articles and mags, but not enough traction. #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:31:49 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52165964531376128 - #447 
tweet details

@cb6luvs2read @donalynbooks YES! I agree! She's open 2 new ideas given 2 
her... not open 2 spending her personal time w/PD. working on it... #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:31:42 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52165934185578497 - #448 
tweet details

@trkravtin Ooo! @Candlewick had a well reviewed NF book about spies. I'll find it. 
Dark Games, maybe? #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:31:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52165872348962818 - #449 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads @Bartography's talks about Can I See Your ID? YA NF 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uOwkPiyZWuc #Titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:31:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52165863121489920 - #450 
tweet details

@caharvey2 @mbheartsbooks Our state lists in Indiana usually have 1 or 2 non-
fiction titles each year. ALSC has the Siebert Award for NF. #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:31:23 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52165853352960000 - #451 
tweet details

@donalynbooks Jim Arnosky's website. http://www.jimarnosky.com/ 
@frankisibberson #titletalk #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:31:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52165850135924736 - #452 
tweet details

@katsok @justwonderinY @ddigiova I agree! Linking NF to what they are currently 
reading helps peak interest. #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:31:20 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52165840853938176 - #453 
tweet details

@thereadingzone @CBethM #titletalk Tch at a magnet-kids are pretty brilliiant. :)
Actually think more NF will get read than F.Just wrry abt that small group 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:31:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52165792581681152 - #454 
tweet details
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@MsRowse @TonyKeefer I started using HuffPost articles this year. It's worked 
well, depending on content. #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:31:06 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52165781399670784 - #455 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins @donalynbooks Embedding NF within a novel unit. The quick 
article. I am thinking about the modern day Salem article I share. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:31:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52165777960337408 - #456 
tweet details

@frankisibberson RT @MrSchuReads: I recommend @Bartography 's forthcoming 
book, Can I See Your I.D.? True Stories of False Identities #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:31:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52165756196098051 - #457 
tweet details

@RdngTeach @thebrainlair One of my 16 yo reluctant rdrs asked if I had the MT 
books. He said he loved reading them. #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:30:59 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52165753511739392 - #458 
tweet details

@ddigiova RT @alybee930: Just loving all of the titles coming up for NF tonight 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:30:54 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52165730870890497 - #459 
tweet details

@morebooksplz @donalynbooks Is there a NF book choice award program? That 
could help generate some interest. #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:30:54 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52165733542670336 - #460 
tweet details

@ProfessorNana RT @alybee930: RT @MrSchuReads: I rec @Bartography 's 
forthcoming book, Can I See Your I.D.? True Stories of False Identities #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:30:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52165721836371968 - #461 
tweet details

@donalynbooks RT @katsok: We also do shared reading/ discussion on articles. 
Helps them process info. #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:30:47 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52165705021399041 - #462 
tweet details

@justwonderinY @ddigiova Linking NF to fiction is a great way to bring readers to 
the "other side"....lol. #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:30:28 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52165625304449024 - #463 
tweet details

@RdngTeach Good question!!! RT @TonyKeefer: Has there been any discussion of 
web based nf #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:30:12 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52165555884523521 - #464 
tweet details

@mbheartsbooks @karenterlecky those are both good for author studies. My 
students also like Robert Burleigh #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:30:10 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52165546258612224 - #465 
tweet details

@MWLibraryDiva I think it would help if state award lists included NF or if they 
started a state list just for NF. #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:30:09 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52165545285533696 - #466 
tweet details

@CBethM @MsRowse Fast Food Nation goes in cycles...usually along with Food 
Revolution being on TV or health unit. #titletalk 
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Mon Mar 28 00:30:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52165539463827456 - #467 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins RT @MrSchuReads: I recommend @Bartography 's forthcoming 
book, Can I See Your I.D.? True Stories of False Identities #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:29:54 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52165480173150208 - #468 
tweet details

@ProfessorNana Used to c/c two NF books on same topic, ESP in picture book for. 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:29:54 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52165482626818048 - #469 
tweet details

@yaloveblog @PaulWHankins Thank you :) #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:29:53 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52165475592970240 - #470 
tweet details

@TonyKeefer Has there been any discussion of web based nf #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:29:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52165469750312961 - #471 
tweet details

@alybee930 RT @MrSchuReads: I recommend @Bartography 's forthcoming book, 
Can I See Your I.D.? True Stories of False Identities #titletalk <=agree 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:29:48 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52165455275765760 - #472 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins For the boys? The Dark Game: True Spy Stories by Paul 
Janeczko I am looking at this one with great interest. #TitleTalk @Candlewick 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:29:47 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52165453354766336 - #473 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads I recommend @Bartography 's forthcoming book, Can I See Your 
I.D.? True Stories of False Identities #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:29:33 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52165391375532032 - #474 
tweet details

@trkravtin RT @1healigan: #titletalk Gladwells Outliers & Tipping Point were big 
hits in my senior classes. Good writing prompts. #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:29:29 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52165375147769856 - #475 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @cb6luvs2read Should we introduce her to @cristovani's books? 
Doesn't every teacher deal w/ literacy? #titletalk #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:29:29 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52165376586424321 - #476 
tweet details

@RdngTeach RT @donalynbooks: Suggestions so far: author studies, daily read 
aloud, book talking, magazines, graphic novels, award lists. #titletalk ... 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:29:21 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52165342277025792 - #477 
tweet details

@katsok We also do shared reading/ discussion on articles. Helps them process 
info. #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:29:19 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52165332382646272 - #478 
tweet details

@alybee930 I think we can expand from books to other sources with NF which 
means that children may not be overwhelmed (ie magazines) #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:29:16 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52165319862657026 - #479 
tweet details

@frankisibberson @justwonderinY I don't know arnosky's work. I will have to check 
it out. #titletalk 
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Mon Mar 28 00:29:06 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52165279530221571 - #480 
tweet details

@morebooksplz RT @donalynbooks: Suggestions so far: author studies, daily read 
aloud, book talking, magazines, graphic novels, award lists. #titletalk ... 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:29:06 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52165281346371584 - #481 
tweet details

@trkravtin Custer and Crazy Horse was another history book by Ambrose with 
great analysis of two warriors. In PB. #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:28:46 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52165197699354624 - #482 
tweet details

@yaloveblog @MrSchuReads Thank you!! :D #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:28:44 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52165188643860481 - #483 
tweet details

@ddigiova I usually hate NF, but a great F book can spark my interest to learn more 
about a topic. Ex. Across the Universe-cyrogenics #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:28:42 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52165180565626880 - #484 
tweet details

@MWLibraryDiva Carla McClafferty has some great titles. They read more like 
fiction. #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:28:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52165172177014784 - #485 
tweet details

@MsRowse Our AP Lang classes read Fast Food Nation, Reading Lolita in Tehran, 
Tipping Point. #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:28:36 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52165154133131264 - #486 
tweet details

@RdngTeach @1healigan Did they read these books on their own or did you read 
them as whole class? #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:28:30 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52165130603081728 - #487 
tweet details

@donalynbooks Suggestions so far: author studies, daily read aloud, book talking, 
magazines, graphic novels, award lists. #titletalk #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:28:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52165094490124288 - #488 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins @ProfessorNana Hitler Youth and They Called Themselves the K. 
K. K. are fantastic examples of NF for older readers. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:28:19 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52165081810739200 - #489 
tweet details

@cb6luvs2read I try to get SS/SCi teacher on board w/ teaching NF rdg. strategies. 
She didn't c herself as being a rdg teacher. #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:28:19 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52165083387797505 - #490 
tweet details

@CBethM @thereadingzone All awesome titles. BUT...I see why you're worried 
they won't get read. Do you have to have titles on a list? #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:28:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52165077905838081 - #491 
tweet details

@alybee930 Just loving all of the titles coming up for NF tonight #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:28:12 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52165054333857792 - #492 
tweet details

@thebrainlair @RdngTeach daughter said she will re-read the whole Mage 
Treehouse this summer! She's 15 but still loves them. #titletalk 
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Mon Mar 28 00:28:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52165037745373184 - #493 
tweet details

@1healigan #titletalk Gladwell's Outliers & Tipping Point were big hits in my senior 
classes. Good writing prompts: they identified prompts themselves 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:27:52 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52164971106287616 - #494 
tweet details

@ProfessorNana Older BBYA lists have NF titles, too. www.ALA.org/yalsa. 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:27:48 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52164951707615232 - #495 
tweet details

@justwonderinY @thereadingzone Love Jim Arnosky for younger readers. Literary 
nonfiction but demonstrates importance of research & observation #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:27:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52164905784188928 - #496 
tweet details

@katsok @karenterlecky @katsok I agree! Jenikis and Bishop make excellent 
author studies. #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:27:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52164894954496000 - #497 
tweet details

@frankisibberson @donalynbooks You are aleady costing me lots of money 
tonight! #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:27:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52164879683031040 - #498 
tweet details

@trkravtin RT @PaulWHankins: I ♥ Tanya Lee Stones approach to NF (research 
component). Almost Astronauts & The Good, Bad, & Barbie. #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:27:28 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52164867175616512 - #499 
tweet details

@TonyKeefer I finally made it to #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:27:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52164866399666176 - #500 
tweet details

@thereadingzone Why I love this chat....it gets me thinking! Never really thought 
about how the cataloging of NF is what hurts its use in HS! #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:27:24 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52164851665076224 - #501 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins @yaloveblog Almost Astronauts is about thirteen women tested 
for Mercury Space Project. Passed w/ flying colors. Passed over. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:27:16 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52164816831397889 - #502 
tweet details

@bookyarncafe Yummy: The Last Days of a Southside Shorty has been very 
popular with more "dormant" 7th grade readers. #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:27:16 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52164819440246784 - #503 
tweet details

@thebrainlair RT @ProfessorNana: Susan Campbell Bartoletti, Russ Freedman, 
Nic Bishop: all great NF authors. #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:27:10 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52164793183899648 - #504 
tweet details

@RdngTeach I love the research guides that went along w/ the Magic Treehouse 
books. My boys loved learning new stuff and rdng fiction story. #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:27:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52164783901904897 - #505 
tweet details

@katsok I think it's impt to get them familiar with NF.I use it 95% of the time in mini-
lessons, 80-90% in guided reading to teach skills #titletalk 
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Mon Mar 28 00:27:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52164766940147712 - #506 
tweet details

@donalynbooks If you need title recommendations, check back through the 
#titletalk archives later. Scrolls too fast! #titletalk #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:26:59 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52164748489404416 - #507 
tweet details

@frankisibberson @cb6luvs2read @katsok @MrSchuReads Yes, def need 
purpose. Need lots of experiences with difft. reasons to read NF #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:26:53 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52164722207899648 - #508 
tweet details

@CBethM @1healigan Goodness...*I* LOVE Wired. Awesome magazine. Bring 
them into my room (along w/other magazines) when I'm done reading. #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:26:38 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52164658769043456 - #509 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads @yaloveblog @PaulWHankins I highly recommend Almost 
Astronauts. http://www.tanyastone.com/index.php?id=40 #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:26:37 +0000 - tweet id 52164656172765184 - #510 
tweet details

@thebrainlair 8th gr teacher just did NF unit, used adult NF books. #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:26:36 +0000 - tweet id 52164649310887937 - #511 
tweet details

@karenterlecky @katsok actually think an author study of both Jenkins and Bishop 
is a great lesson with kids - looking at text more carefully #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:26:26 +0000 - tweet id 52164607120375808 - #512 
tweet details

@MsRowse @thereadingzone Agreed that cataloging a problem--probably why we 
go with traditionally adult NF titles, to avoid the fight. #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:26:21 +0000 - tweet id 52164589403635712 - #513 
tweet details

@ProfessorNana Susan Campbell Bartoletti, Russ Freedman, Nic Bishop: all great 
NF authors. #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:26:18 +0000 - tweet id 52164576975925249 - #514 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins RT @MrSchuReads: @PaulWHankins Yes, and @AnitaSilvey's 
NF. #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:26:14 +0000 - tweet id 52164559158517760 - #515 
tweet details

@thereadingzone NF is so important because I love watching my rdrs realize that 
authors do research above and beyond the almighty Google ;) #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:26:00 +0000 - tweet id 52164501402951680 - #516 
tweet details

@yaloveblog @PaulWHankins What's Almost Astronauts about? #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:25:42 +0000 - tweet id 52164425469272064 - #517 
tweet details

@donalynbooks My girls are fascinated w/ In Your Face, The Facts About Your 
Features. #titletalk #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:25:40 +0000 - tweet id 52164414048182273 - #518 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads @PaulWHankins Yes, and @AnitaSilvey's NF. #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:25:38 +0000 - tweet id 52164408864026624 - #519 
tweet details
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@trkravtin RT @ProfessorNana: scientists in Field series, NF picture books w 
dense text. Kakapo Rescue: great model for research, writing. #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:25:35 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52164396344029184 - #520 
tweet details

@ddigiova RT @kathyfs24: Encourage teachers to use NF in their reading and 
writing wkshop. I use @mstewartscience NF reader's theater with the 4th graders 
#titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:25:34 +0000 - tweet id 52164392174886912 - #521 
tweet details

@cb6luvs2read @frankisibberson: @katsok @MrSchuReads Does it come down 2 
st. needing 2 know & understand purpose for rdg the NF text #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:25:30 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52164373023686657 - #522 
tweet details

@frankisibberson @MrSchuReads @katsok @cb6luvs2read I agree. And I don't 
think you can skim well if you can't read deeply. #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:25:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52164362496000000 - #523 
tweet details

@thereadingzone Wish I could have included Scientists in Field, but shelved as 
elem/MG so won't fly. Ugh. Cataloging sys is def to blame, too. #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:25:24 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52164349682384896 - #524 
tweet details

@1healigan #titletalk also use Wired magazine, but I choose month by month. Guys 
love it 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:25:20 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52164331143565312 - #525 
tweet details

@yaloveblog @CBethM @McGough3R I need NF recs for HS students so I'd like 
to know too :) #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:25:13 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52164301758271488 - #526 
tweet details

@katsok @frankisibberson @katsok @cb6luvs2read @MrSchuReads that's too 
bad, huge skill that is needed later. Wonder how to help them grow #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:25:12 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52164299761786880 - #527 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins RT @ProfessorNana: scientists in Field series, NF picture books 
w dense text, too. kakapo Rescue, for instance. Great model for research, writing. 
#titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:25:08 +0000 - tweet id 52164281474625537 - #528 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads RT @kathyfs24: Encourage teachers to use NF in their reading 
and writing wkshop. I use @mstewartscience NF reader's theater with the 4th 
graders #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:25:08 +0000 - tweet id 52164280879030272 - #529 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins I love Tanya Lee Stone's approach to NF (especially research 
component). Almost Astronauts and The Good, The Bad, and The Barbie. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:24:58 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52164239279931392 - #530 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @katsok Agree that the Scientist in the Field series is a standout. 
My students love Hive Detectives, Kakapo Rescue. #titletalk #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:24:53 +0000 - tweet id 52164216748122112 - #531 
tweet details
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@morebooksplz @PaulWHankins Reason 1,003 to ixnay the reading programs! 
#titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:24:49 +0000 - tweet id 52164202382639104 - #532 
tweet details

@kathyfs24 Encourage teachers to use NF in their reading and writing wkshop. I 
use @mstewartscience NF reader's theater with the 4th graders #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:24:43 +0000 - tweet id 52164174754746369 - #533 
tweet details

@frankisibberson @justwonderinY I see that with younger and then it escalates as 
kids get older. #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:24:36 +0000 - tweet id 52164148016058368 - #534 
tweet details

@thereadingzone The Disappearing Spoon-Kean (YA?), Measuring America-
Linklater, Whole New Mind- Pink,Omnivore's Dilemma-Pollan, Henrietta Lacks 
#titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:24:36 +0000 - tweet id 52164145948278785 - #535 
tweet details

@ProfessorNana scientists in Field series, NF picture books w dense text, too. 
kakapo Rescue, for instance. Great model for research, writing. #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:24:20 +0000 - tweet id 52164081142083584 - #536 
tweet details

@trkravtin @RdngTeach And by that I mean really well-written NF. Grabs the 
reader and takes them on a journey. #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:24:19 +0000 - tweet id 52164075890814976 - #537 
tweet details

@katsok Nic Bishop is popular for pictures alone in my class along with Steve 
Jenkins. #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:24:17 +0000 - tweet id 52164065761558529 - #538 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads @frankisibberson I tend to recommend NF to teachers more than 
students.A specific teacher usually comes to mind while reading NF. #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:24:07 +0000 - tweet id 52164024753864704 - #539 
tweet details

@RdngTeach @trkravtin I'm making a list!!! :) #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:24:00 +0000 - tweet id 52163996119339008 - #540 
tweet details

@frankisibberson @katsok @cb6luvs2read @MrSchuReads Gr 3,4,5. I'm just 
watching huge misconceptions & kids not having skills to go beyond skimming 
#titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:23:58 +0000 - tweet id 52163986149490688 - #541 
tweet details

@1healigan #titletalk I have the Atavist on my phone-I can pick & choose what NF 
to use for each class. Works great. 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:23:54 +0000 - tweet id 52163972144705537 - #542 
tweet details

@justwonderinY @frankisibberson I notice the younger readers use pics to gain 
perceived meaning & need to learn to use text for accurate message #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:23:45 +0000 - tweet id 52163932508532736 - #543 
tweet details

@morebooksplz RT @PaulWHankins: Mr. Hankins will say it. Reading Programs 
have a tendency to under-celebrate NF reading. Some schools adjust points 
accordingly. #TitleTalk 
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Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:23:43 +0000 - tweet id 52163926749745152 - #544 
tweet details

@thereadingzone Outliers- Gladwell, Charles and Emma: The Darwins' Leap of 
Faith-Heigelman, The Boy Who Harnessed the Wind-Kamkwamba #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:23:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52163888527048704 - #545 
tweet details

@trkravtin @RdngTeach Look for ones ALREADY in PB. Try Undaunted Courage 
for fantastic history. I'll think of more . . . #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:23:33 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52163882357235712 - #546 
tweet details

@katsok @trkravtin @PaulWHankins @donalynbooks LOVE Hive Detectives. 
Popular in my room/ and whole Scientist in the Field series. #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:23:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52163851197743104 - #547 
tweet details

@KimKozbialHess RT @frankisibberson: I am amazed at how many teachers don't 
let kids use NF picture books for research. #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:23:20 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52163828338802688 - #548 
tweet details

@yaloveblog @verystillnorth Guts is on my to-read list. #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:23:16 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52163812576595968 - #549 
tweet details

@msj5ny RT @frankisibberson: I am amazed at how many teachers don't let kids 
use NF picture books for research. #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:23:15 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52163805647618048 - #550 
tweet details

@ddigiova @kathyfs24 I agree with you, Kathy. My 6th grade son loves to read 
things about the paranormal. Does that count as NF? :-) #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:23:04 +0000 - tweet id 52163760277827584 - #551 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins Mr. Hankins will say it. Reading Programs have a tendency to 
under-celebrate NF reading. Some schools adjust points accordingly. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:22:54 +0000 - tweet id 52163720222216192 - #552 
tweet details

@thereadingzone Choices: Collapse or Guns, Germs, and Steel- Diamond,As The 
Future Catches You-Enriquez, How to Read Literature Like a Professor- #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:22:51 +0000 - tweet id 52163708402667520 - #553 
tweet details

@thebrainlair RT @ProfessorNana: Hope u look at YALSA EXCELLENCE IN NF 
lists and Notables from ALSC. #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:22:47 +0000 - tweet id 52163687947059200 - #554 
tweet details

@morebooksplz @aleaness @frankisibberson We use the Gail Gibbons books a 
lot. Also just used some money NF books that my K kids just love. #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:22:41 +0000 - tweet id 52163663922077696 - #555 
tweet details

@trkravtin RT @PaulWHankins @donalynbooks & I celebrated L. Griffin Burns 
Hive Detectives in Choice Literacy article. #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:22:36 +0000 - tweet id 52163645827854336 - #556 
tweet details

@CBethM @McGough3R Ooooo! You should totally share what your seniors are 
reading with #titletalk!!! 
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Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:22:32 +0000 - tweet id 52163628119498752 - #557 
tweet details

@RdngTeach @trkravtin Thanks! Guess I jsut keep finding the hardcover versions! 
With limited budget, I have to be picky:) #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:22:27 +0000 - tweet id 52163606946648064 - #558 
tweet details

@donalynbooks YALSA Excellence in NF Awards http://bit.ly/7EEgKs Thanks for 
the suggestion, @professornana #titletalk #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:22:26 +0000 - tweet id 52163600692944896 - #559 
tweet details

@katsok @frankisibberson @cb6luvs2read @MrSchuReads what age? In fifth we 
teach them to skim for info they need or are interested in. #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:22:15 +0000 - tweet id 52163557747466240 - #560 
tweet details

@karenterlecky the NF available online is pretty powerful for students as well 
#titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:22:12 +0000 - tweet id 52163544514445312 - #561 
tweet details

@yaloveblog I'm late, but I'm here :) #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:22:00 +0000 - tweet id 52163492366659584 - #562 
tweet details

@thereadingzone What our team decided on for NF smmr rding choices: 1 Bk 1 
Class The Most Human Human #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:21:55 +0000 - tweet id 52163470292029440 - #563 
tweet details

@aleaness @frankisibberson just ordered 2 Gail Gibbons books NF #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:21:41 +0000 - tweet id 52163412637122560 - #564 
tweet details

@katsok @alybee930 I think that is how to hook them, what do you want to learn 
more about - read NF to learn. #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:21:40 +0000 - tweet id 52163410875518976 - #565 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins RT @donalynbooks: I use Janet Allen's Book Pass. It's like speed 
dating w/ books. Students preview stacks of NF, & choose 1 to read. #titletalk 
#titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:21:40 +0000 - tweet id 52163409961156608 - #566 
tweet details

@trkravtin @RdngTeach No, it all depends on the publisher (time to go into PB). 
#titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:21:38 +0000 - tweet id 52163402084257792 - #567 
tweet details

@ddigiova RT @donalynbooks: I use Janet Allen's Book Pass. It's like speed dating 
w/ books. Students preview stacks of NF, & choose 1 to read. #titletalk #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:21:38 +0000 - tweet id 52163401476083713 - #568 
tweet details

@MsRowse @RdngTeach I think it depends on the NF--at least for HS, the NF I like 
to use is typically trade paperback. #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:21:29 +0000 - tweet id 52163364784320512 - #569 
tweet details

@RdngTeach @aleaness Smart boy! :) #titletalk 
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Mon Mar 28 00:21:21 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52163330663645184 - #570 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins @donalynbooks and I celebrated Loree Griffin Burns' Hive 
Detectives in our Choice Literacy article. PB look w/ great information. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:21:20 +0000 - tweet id 52163325810835456 - #571 
tweet details

@morebooksplz RT @ProfessorNana: Hope u look at YALSA EXCELLENCE IN 
NF lists and Notables from ALSC. #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:21:18 +0000 - tweet id 52163318391115776 - #572 
tweet details

@trkravtin @PaulWHankins I think focusing on the BEST reads in NF is a great 
start. Then branching out into specialties can occur. #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:21:09 +0000 - tweet id 52163278239051776 - #573 
tweet details

@frankisibberson @katsok @cb6luvs2read @MrSchuReads I'm noticing a lot of 
skimming and guessing at the rest of what the text might say. #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:21:06 +0000 - tweet id 52163268311121920 - #574 
tweet details

@verystillnorth One title my students love is Guts by Gary Paulsen #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:21:03 +0000 - tweet id 52163252720902144 - #575 
tweet details

@mbheartsbooks Our 6th graders write bios for research. Can't imagine teaching 
that without all the great PB bios available! #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:21:01 +0000 - tweet id 52163243409547264 - #576 
tweet details

@alybee930 Often times for me NF is what I am interest in learning abt rather than 
just to read. Is that the same for kids? #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:20:56 +0000 - tweet id 52163224258347008 - #577 
tweet details

@RdngTeach Is it just me, or do NF books tend to stay in hardcover form and not 
come out in paperback (at least as quickly or often as Fic)? #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:20:53 +0000 - tweet id 52163210480066560 - #578 
tweet details

@kathyfs24 my own sons would rather read NF than fiction. I think boys seem to be 
drawn to NF more than girls. #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:20:48 +0000 - tweet id 52163190800384001 - #579 
tweet details

@ddigiova RT @katsok: I use articles from Time or USA Today or elsewhere in my 
mini-lessons to teach them strategies to read NF. #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:20:46 +0000 - tweet id 52163181015089152 - #580 
tweet details

@msj5ny RT @ewitt43: Students interest change from year to year which also 
causes an issue with Nf. #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:20:32 +0000 - tweet id 52163125780287488 - #581 
tweet details

@donalynbooks I use Janet Allen's Book Pass. It's like speed dating w/ books. 
Students preview stacks of NF, & choose 1 to read. #titletalk #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:20:32 +0000 - tweet id 52163123716702208 - #582 
tweet details

@katsok RT @ProfessorNana: Hope u look at YALSA EXCELLENCE IN NF lists 
and Notables from ALSC. #titletalk 
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Mon Mar 28 00:20:26 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52163100098572288 - #583 
tweet details

@frankisibberson The nonfiction I read is mostly professional. I don't connect as 
easily to the NF topics my kids are interested in #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:20:19 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52163068314124288 - #584 
tweet details

@katsok @frankisibberson @katsok @cb6luvs2read @MrSchuReads I think 
skimming works w/ certain texts, w/ others it is a disaster. #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:20:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52163024957603840 - #585 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins Length and modality of NF is not a concern for me. We might be 
tempted to write off books like Almost Astronauts as "too thin." #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:19:57 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52162977700380674 - #586 
tweet details

@ProfessorNana Hope u look at YALSA EXCELLENCE IN NF lists and Notables 
from ALSC. #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:19:50 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52162945853042688 - #587 
tweet details

@senoritao How They Croaked was on NPR a week or two ago. Had a teacher 
come tell me about it. Looks cool! #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:19:50 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52162947778224128 - #588 
tweet details

@CBethM @thereadingzone I'm pickier about the NF I read. I think students are, 
too. It's more about timing & desire to learn something. #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:19:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52162873065082880 - #589 
tweet details

@trkravtin There are great science interest titles that are fascinating and well 
written. #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:19:23 +0000 - tweet id 52162835597365249 - #590 
tweet details

@frankisibberson @katsok @cb6luvs2read @MrSchuReads I am finding that only 
skimming leads to misconceptions &difficulty w/web and visual literacy #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:19:23 +0000 - tweet id 52162832598433792 - #591 
tweet details

@aleaness @RdngTeach my reluctant reader said fiction is all just fairytales. How 
dies that help me learn. He loves NF #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:19:21 +0000 - tweet id 52162827317821440 - #592 
tweet details

@katsok I use articles from Time or USA Today or elsewhere in my mini-lessons to 
teach them strategies to read NF. #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:19:17 +0000 - tweet id 52162811081662464 - #593 
tweet details

@ewitt43 Very excited to have Lynn Dorfman and Rose Rose Cappelli coming to 
my district this summer to help with NF and mentor text. #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:19:04 +0000 - tweet id 52162753351254016 - #594 
tweet details

@trkravtin RT @PaulWHankins@alybee930: I loved Cleopatra Rules! by Vicky 
Alvear Shecter - Cleopatras life for Middle School/ High School #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:18:48 +0000 - tweet id 52162688654114816 - #595 
tweet details

@pathfinder00 @CBethM I do too; I share articles weekly. I think this is a great way 
to include NF in the classroom. #titletalk 
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Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:18:34 +0000 - tweet id 52162629074030593 - #596 
tweet details

@thebrainlair RT @thereadingzone: If you are looking for high quality NF, check 
out the Cybils awards lists! #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:18:21 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52162574262874113 - #597 
tweet details

@thereadingzone @CBethM #titletalk We ended up including mostly adult. But I 
know there will be a handful of kids who will find the books a real challenge. 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:18:17 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52162558823636993 - #598 
tweet details

@trkravtin @donalynbooks I agree! Book talk NF would definitely help. #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:18:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52162521469161472 - #599 
tweet details

@cb6luvs2read @frankisibberson @MrSchuReads Excellent point! #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:18:07 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52162517618794496 - #600 
tweet details

@donalynbooks Cybils Award list (thanks, @thereadingzone). 
http://www.cybils.com/ #titletalk #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:18:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52162499809779712 - #601 
tweet details

@CBethM @trkravtin I think it would. There are some fantastic biographies out 
there. Again - depends on the interests of the student. #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:17:58 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52162478045532160 - #602 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins RT @alybee930: I loved Cleopatra Rules! by Vicky Alvear Shecter 
- great look at Cleopatra's life for Middle School/ High School #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:17:55 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52162463482908672 - #603 
tweet details

@katsok @cb6luvs2read @frankisibberson @MrSchuReads I encourage them not 
to read cover to cover, skim for info they want. #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:17:52 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52162453697597440 - #604 
tweet details

@morebooksplz RT @donalynbooks: From the discussion, it seems that many of 
the strategies we use to promote fiction books to kids, we could use w/ NF. #titletalk 
#titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:17:52 +0000 - tweet id 52162451302662144 - #605 
tweet details

@mbheartsbooks @alybee930 Agree to Kathleen Krull! #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:17:48 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52162435678871552 - #606 
tweet details

@trkravtin RT @donalynbooks: From the discussion, it seems that we use to 
promote fiction books to kids, we could use w/ NF. #titletalk #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:17:45 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52162421657313281 - #607 
tweet details

@alybee930 I loved Cleopatra Rules! by Vicky Alvear Shecter - great look at 
Cleopatra's life for Middle School/ High School #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:17:38 +0000 - tweet id 52162393412874240 - #608 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins http://bit.ly/7EEgKs ALA/YALSA Non-Fiction Award Winners Janis 
Joplin: Rise Up Singing is 2011 Winner. #TitleTalk 
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Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:17:19 +0000 - tweet id 52162314052452353 - #609 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads RT @donalynbooks: From the discussion, it seems that many of 
the strategies we use to promote fiction books to kids, we could use w/ NF. #titletalk 
#titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:17:08 +0000 - tweet id 52162268523266048 - #610 
tweet details

@trkravtin Oops, I meant historical NF!! a la David McCullough! #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:17:08 +0000 - tweet id 52162266132520960 - #611 
tweet details

@katsok RT @donalynbooks: To build knowledge of high-quality NF, I began w/ the 
Orbis Pictus Award lists http://www.ncte.org/awards/orbispictus #titletalk #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:17:05 +0000 - tweet id 52162253998391296 - #612 
tweet details

@CBethM @frankisibberson I remember thinking that when I started teaching - read 
some and grew out of that thought FAST. #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:17:00 +0000 - tweet id 52162234041896960 - #613 
tweet details

@donalynbooks From the discussion, it seems that many of the strategies we use 
to promote fiction books to kids, we could use w/ NF. #titletalk #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:16:55 +0000 - tweet id 52162211598176256 - #614 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins RT @donalynbooks: To build knowledge of high-quality NF, I 
began w/ the Orbis Pictus Award lists http://www.ncte.org/awards/orbispictus 
#titletalk #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:16:41 +0000 - tweet id 52162154144600065 - #615 
tweet details

@trkravtin Why wouldn't good biography work for YA? Excellent historical fiction a 
la David McCullough? or Stephen Ambrose? #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:16:24 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52162084850499584 - #616 
tweet details

@thereadingzone If you are looking for high quality NF, check out the Cybils 
awards lists! #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:16:21 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52162071919468544 - #617 
tweet details

@mbheartsbooks @frankisibberson that's sad! A ton of our resarch was from NF 
picture books! They're too good NOT to use! #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:16:09 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52162022254706688 - #618 
tweet details

@frankisibberson RT @donalynbooks: To build knowledge of high-quality NF, I 
began w/ the Orbis Pictus Award lists http://www.ncte.org/awards/orbispictus 
#titletalk #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:16:09 +0000 - tweet id 52162019150938112 - #619 
tweet details

@RdngTeach RT @donalynbooks: To build knowledge of high-quality NF, I began 
w/ the Orbis Pictus Award lists http://www.ncte.org/awards/orbispictus #titletalk 
#titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:16:02 +0000 - tweet id 52161992877809664 - #620 
tweet details

@cb6luvs2read @frankisibberson @MrSchuReads I agree! Very few kids will rd NF 
cover 2 cover. But is that necessary with all NF?? #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:15:59 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52161979082747904 - #621 
tweet details
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@alybee930 I think Kathleen Krull does some wonderful NF for Middle Grades 
#titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:15:51 +0000 - tweet id 52161944643317760 - #622 
tweet details

@donalynbooks To build knowledge of high-quality NF, I began w/ the Orbis Pictus 
Award lists http://www.ncte.org/awards/orbispictus #titletalk #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:15:50 +0000 - tweet id 52161941854097408 - #623 
tweet details

@CBethM @thereadingzone Wow...that much trouble? Then I think it's good you're 
here tonight!!! #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:15:47 +0000 - tweet id 52161926972719104 - #624 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins When we really know students, we can suggest titles like The 
Mullet: Hairstyle of the Gods (couples nicely w/ American Mullet). #TitleTalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:15:39 +0000 - tweet id 52161894039044096 - #625 
tweet details

@mindi_r #titletalk The seventh grade curriculum in my school is about half NF, half 
other genres such as poetry, short stories. 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:15:33 +0000 - tweet id 52161869074530304 - #626 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads @morebooksplz K kids: "Mr. Schu, where are the dinosaurs, 
panda bears, cars, trains, etc." #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:15:28 +0000 - tweet id 52161850456027136 - #627 
tweet details

@frankisibberson @CBethM They get the message that they are off limits from a 
very young age. #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:15:28 +0000 - tweet id 52161849478742016 - #628 
tweet details

@trkravtin I just read three great adult NF bks about Chinese espionage, a Rhodes 
scholar/Navy seal, and the early Google evolution. #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:15:22 +0000 - tweet id 52161825470562304 - #629 
tweet details

@alybee930 @katsok @frankisibberson That is sad. There is some great NP 
picture books for MG that kids love. #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:15:14 +0000 - tweet id 52161790284529664 - #630 
tweet details

@morebooksplz RT @katsok: @frankisibberson Teachers seem to be training kids 
that picture books are for KDG/1st - retraining them takes time. #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:15:14 +0000 - tweet id 52161789479227392 - #631 
tweet details

@CBethM @frankisibberson Some of the NF picture books are INCREDIBLE. I 
have suggested them for students. They think they're off-limits. #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:14:59 +0000 - tweet id 52161726824722432 - #632 
tweet details

@ddigiova Does anyone have any suggestions for a NF Government books for 8th 
grade? #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:14:48 +0000 - tweet id 52161678871240704 - #633 
tweet details

@mbheartsbooks It took time for me to get into the habit of using NF as mentor 
texts just like F... but it makes NF writing easier #titletalk 
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Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:14:38 +0000 - tweet id 52161640346554368 - #634 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads @frankisibberson I agree. I usually encourage very young kids 
with only NF to take at least one fiction book. #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:14:35 +0000 - tweet id 52161626530529280 - #635 
tweet details

@alybee930 RT @mindi_r: @RdngTeach Croaked is about how famous people 
died. My kids love it! #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:14:35 +0000 - tweet id 52161626102702081 - #636 
tweet details

@cb6luvs2read The Hatkoff family are writing great NF storied abt. animals. My 
students LOVE these. Have used for minilessons & read alouds. #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:14:23 +0000 - tweet id 52161577620750336 - #637 
tweet details

@RdngTeach @mindi_r Thanks! Yes, that does sound like one the kids would like! 
#titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:14:23 +0000 - tweet id 52161576786079745 - #638 
tweet details

@FoodieBooklvr @donalynbooks Just added Don't Touch That Toad to my to-read 
list. #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:14:15 +0000 - tweet id 52161542631862272 - #639 
tweet details

@katsok @frankisibberson Teachers seem to be training kids that picture books are 
for KDG/1st - retraining them takes time. #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:14:15 +0000 - tweet id 52161542564753408 - #640 
tweet details

@verystillnorth @frankisibberson Some nonfiction picture books, like Eyewitness 
Series could be great resources for research #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:14:06 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52161503050219520 - #641 
tweet details

@mindi_r @RdngTeach Croaked is about how famous people died. My kids love it! 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:14:01 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52161484112920577 - #642 
tweet details

@thereadingzone @CBethM Tried to cover a variety of topics and reading levels, 
and struggled to find 13-14 books! #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:13:56 +0000 - tweet id 52161462050885634 - #643 
tweet details

@trkravtin RT @MrSchuReads: I include at least two NF books in every booktalk. 
#titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:13:43 +0000 - tweet id 52161408976162817 - #644 
tweet details

@donalynbooks I agree that we should booktalk NF more. RT @MrSchuReads: I 
include at least two NF books in every booktalk. #titletalk #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:13:42 +0000 - tweet id 52161402277867521 - #645 
tweet details

@morebooksplz RT @MrSchuReads: I include at least two NF books in every 
booktalk. #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:13:40 +0000 - tweet id 52161396032540672 - #646 
tweet details

@RdngTeach @PaulWHankins What is How They Croaked about? #titletalk 
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Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:13:29 +0000 - tweet id 52161349496745985 - #647 
tweet details

@thereadingzone @CBethM Many will, but not all my freshman can/are ready for it. 
When we made our summer list of suggestions, it was tough. #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:13:25 +0000 - tweet id 52161332572733440 - #648 
tweet details

@donalynbooks I keep Discovery Kids magazine. Focused issue around one 
science or social studies topic. #titletalk #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:13:16 +0000 - tweet id 52161294085795840 - #649 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins RT @katsok: Poetry and writing advice like Spilling Ink are both 
popular in my room. #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:13:14 +0000 - tweet id 52161285168705537 - #650 
tweet details

@CBethM @cb6luvs2read Here's the link for UpFront: 
http://teacher.scholastic.com/scholasticnews/indepth/upfront/index.asp #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:13:03 +0000 - tweet id 52161241828950016 - #651 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads I include at least two NF books in every booktalk. #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:13:01 +0000 - tweet id 52161230617579520 - #652 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins @donalynbooks I am thinking, while gruesome to be sure, that 
your kids would love How They Croaked. Just came out this month. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:12:58 +0000 - tweet id 52161219699818496 - #653 
tweet details

@RdngTeach RT @donalynbooks:I did find great NF read aloud:Don't Touch That 
Toad &Other Strange Things Adults Tell You.I read 1 fact/day. #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:12:52 +0000 - tweet id 52161193367961600 - #654 
tweet details

@frankisibberson I am amazed at how many teachers don't let kids use NF picture 
books for research. #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:12:52 +0000 - tweet id 52161193166651392 - #655 
tweet details

@caharvey2 @MrSchuReads Agree with you about little guys and NF. They check 
out NF way more than fiction. #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:12:43 +0000 - tweet id 52161158597185537 - #656 
tweet details

@katsok @donalynbooks Love that title. Looking it up right now. #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:12:37 +0000 - tweet id 52161133146161152 - #657 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @MsRowse @ewitt43 Reason enough to abandon the canon! 
#titletalk #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:12:25 +0000 - tweet id 52161079844929537 - #658 
tweet details

@thereadingzone Need for YA NF why? Because too many tchrs won't let students 
use juvenile books as resources. Kills me,but more YA NF would help #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:12:15 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52161038874972161 - #659 
tweet details

@katsok Poetry and writing advice like Spilling Ink are both popular in my room. 
#titletalk 
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Mon Mar 28 00:12:11 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52161023452516352 - #660 
tweet details

@cb6luvs2read @CBethM I have not heard of this magazine. Will research it! :) 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:12:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52161011461005312 - #661 
tweet details

@donalynbooks I did find a great NF read aloud: Don't Touch That Toad and Other 
Strange Things Adults Tell You. I read 1 fact a day. #titletalk #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:11:58 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52160968351948800 - #662 
tweet details

@positivelypt RT @MrSchuReads: I think my kindergartners check out more NF 
than any grade level. Older kids usually check out Guinness , Ripley's, etc. #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:11:50 +0000 - tweet id 52160932641640448 - #663 
tweet details

@RdngTeach @MrSchuReads Guiness and Ripley's are popular even with my HS 
students ! #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:11:45 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52160912844521472 - #664 
tweet details

@MsRowse @ewitt43 True, but if student interest change from year to year, why 
doesn't The Fiction Canon change? #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:11:42 +0000 - tweet id 52160899435339777 - #665 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins I read America Dreaming today by Laban Carrick Hill and thought, 
"This is a nice companion to @DeborahWiles' Countdown." #TitleTalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:11:40 +0000 - tweet id 52160891805908992 - #666 
tweet details

@CBethM @thereadingzone I have found that many will read adult NF if they find 
something of interest. #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:11:39 +0000 - tweet id 52160889255768064 - #667 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads I think my kindergartners check out more NF than any grade level. 
Older kids usually check out Guinness , Ripley's, etc. #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:11:12 +0000 - tweet id 52160776877780993 - #668 
tweet details

@thereadingzone Even when I was a panelist for MG/YA NF for the Cybils, most of 
the nominees trended toward MG rather than YA. #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:11:10 +0000 - tweet id 52160767528681472 - #669 
tweet details

@RdngTeach @stangea How funny! Maybe we should swap books :) #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:11:09 +0000 - tweet id 52160761929277440 - #670 
tweet details

@karenterlecky so impt to use great nf as mentor texts just like F - great examples 
for me: Dark Emperor and Sit-In - use both multiple times #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:11:02 +0000 - tweet id 52160731944198145 - #671 
tweet details

@verystillnorth @donalynbooks @thereadingzone Especially narrative nonfiction 
#titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:11:02 +0000 - tweet id 52160731021443073 - #672 
tweet details

@MsRowse @CBethM do we need YA NF when we have Michael Pollan, Dan Pink, 
Barbara Ehrenreich? #titletalk 
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Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:10:44 +0000 - tweet id 52160655876300800 - #673 
tweet details

@ewitt43 Students interest change from year to year which also causes an issue 
with Nf. #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:10:43 +0000 - tweet id 52160653737209856 - #674 
tweet details

@RdngTeach @CBethM Yep, we do lots of current events a la- KG's Article of the 
Week #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:10:40 +0000 - tweet id 52160638906146816 - #675 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins I'd be cautious in age-branding of NF, myself. I still like to look at 
PBs as a source of NF sometimes. Read with Noah/Maddie. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:10:32 +0000 - tweet id 52160607591464960 - #676 
tweet details

@thereadingzone @CBethM I think so. There's a lot of great adult NF, but not 
every teen is ready for it.And teens don't want to read "baby" bks #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:10:31 +0000 - tweet id 52160604911321088 - #677 
tweet details

@verystillnorth @cb6luvs2read Title of Egypt GN? My students would love this 
#titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:10:30 +0000 - tweet id 52160597919404032 - #678 
tweet details

@katsok @frankisibberson I try and just preview NF for read aloud. Read a section 
out of a book to get them to want to checkout. #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:10:29 +0000 - tweet id 52160596052942848 - #679 
tweet details

@CBethM @cb6luvs2read Our 9th grade teacher has had great success with the 
UpFront magazine. #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:10:27 +0000 - tweet id 52160584518606848 - #680 
tweet details

@RdngTeach There's a NF book out now to support Chris Crowe's Mississipi Trial 
1955 #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:10:08 +0000 - tweet id 52160506026393600 - #681 
tweet details

@CBethM I share a ton of NF - not necessarily books though. Love sharing news 
stories, essays, etc. with students daily. #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:09:58 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52160466243436544 - #682 
tweet details

@cb6luvs2read I use TIME for Kids in my class - st. luv it, but I know there is so 
much more I could be doing with it. #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:09:50 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52160430394720256 - #683 
tweet details

@mbheartsbooks I have a dedicated NF day & also read more NF myself to talk up 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:09:44 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52160405707034624 - #684 
tweet details

@RdngTeach I've started trying to find nonfiction books that support the historical 
fic in my classrm #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:09:37 +0000 - tweet id 52160375206068224 - #685 
tweet details

@katsok I try and buy NF books that are on topics my students like - mythology, 
animals, war, etc. #titletalk 
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Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:09:34 +0000 - tweet id 52160365068427264 - #686 
tweet details

@mindi_r @thereadingzone I think there's more and more out there. Elizabeth 
Partridge's book on John Lennon is one. #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:09:27 +0000 - tweet id 52160334701670400 - #687 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @thereadingzone I agree that there is a lack of high-interest, easy
-to-read nonfiction for teens. #titletalk #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:09:21 +0000 - tweet id 52160308801843200 - #688 
tweet details

@CBethM Is there really a need for YA NF? #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:09:08 +0000 - tweet id 52160255131529216 - #689 
tweet details

@RdngTeach @donalynbooks I agree! When I taught MS humanities, NF 
supported our curriculum. Not as easy a fit into the "general" Eng curr #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:09:00 +0000 - tweet id 52160221631627264 - #690 
tweet details

@cb6luvs2read @alybee930 @morebooksplz I have a random Ancient Egypt GN 
in my library that I acquired somehow. S read it and like it! #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:08:59 +0000 - tweet id 52160216933990400 - #691 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins For our #TitleTalk guests, F=Fiction, NF=Non-Fiction, GN=graphic 
novels. We must conserve characters when we can (wink). 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:08:58 +0000 - tweet id 52160213737947136 - #692 
tweet details

@frankisibberson I struggle with making time for NF read aloud too. #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:08:54 +0000 - tweet id 52160195966668800 - #693 
tweet details

@thereadingzone @PaulWHankins The 9/11 report GN piqued my interest. Have 
you seen it? #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:08:39 +0000 - tweet id 52160131911258112 - #694 
tweet details

@donalynbooks So, how can we use nonfiction more? How can we promote NF 
reading? How can we support readers who love nonfiction? #titletalk #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:08:38 +0000 - tweet id 52160127402389504 - #695 
tweet details

@mbheartsbooks having exposure to NF throughout the year seems to be helping 
the research process with my students #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:08:30 +0000 - tweet id 52160096834293761 - #696 
tweet details

@frankisibberson I realized as a classroom teacher that I had mostly NF books 
that matched curriculum units rather than topics kids were int in. #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:08:20 +0000 - tweet id 52160054790594560 - #697 
tweet details

@katsok Sorry, that should be "Most" not Post #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:08:13 +0000 - tweet id 52160023677251584 - #698 
tweet details

@thereadingzone I will say that there is a lack of YA NF. Where is the YA sports 
NF? Science NF? #titletalk 
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Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:08:01 +0000 - tweet id 52159975816040448 - #699 
tweet details

@karenterlecky @frankisibberson think that's why it's so impt we get good narrative 
nonfiction in kids hands (something you posted on today) #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:07:57 +0000 - tweet id 52159958422265856 - #700 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins I looked at NF GNs today in prep for #TitleTalk. Many seem to be 
along the lines of "adaptations," but I like the 9/11 Report. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:07:55 +0000 - tweet id 52159950088187905 - #701 
tweet details

@CBethM I collect titles wherever I can - but I have seniors so I think I have an 
easier time finding NF. #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:07:52 +0000 - tweet id 52159935844335616 - #702 
tweet details

@cb6luvs2read @RdngTeach I agree! NF books are more expensive! #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:07:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52159897399328768 - #703 
tweet details

@katsok Post popular NF is books like Guinness book of world records or Pick Me 
Up. #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:07:40 +0000 - tweet id 52159886208929792 - #704 
tweet details

@lizziebear My science ones do not stay on the shelvesRT @CBethM: I'm a sucker 
for NF about science. Letters, biographies, Bill Bryson... :) #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:07:39 +0000 - tweet id 52159879988785153 - #705 
tweet details

@morebooksplz @donalynbooks Bet prep for standardized testing kills the NF love 
right out of them. #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:07:22 +0000 - tweet id 52159808522027008 - #706 
tweet details

@thereadingzone Just finished our summer reading list, and our One Book One 
Class is NF. Plus, students will choose one F and another NF to read #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:07:17 +0000 - tweet id 52159787458240512 - #707 
tweet details

@CBethM I'm a sucker for NF about science. Letters, biographies, Bill Bryson... :) 
#titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:07:16 +0000 - tweet id 52159783301677059 - #708 
tweet details

@donalynbooks I agree, Franki! RT @frankisibberson: I think it is more difficult, at 
the elementary, to find quality NF that students can read #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:07:13 +0000 - tweet id 52159774309105664 - #709 
tweet details

@alybee930 I am starting to. RT @morebooksplz: Does anyone use nonfiction 
graphic novels? #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:07:05 +0000 - tweet id 52159739500576768 - #710 
tweet details

@chorkie #titletalk NF books are more expensive and seem to go into paperback 
much later. 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:07:02 +0000 - tweet id 52159727404204032 - #711 
tweet details

@donalynbooks When I taught ELA/SS, it seemed easy to incorporate NF into our 
day. I have to plan for it now. Seems less natural. #titletalk #titletalk 
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Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:06:59 +0000 - tweet id 52159713072263168 - #712 
tweet details

@verystillnorth @RdngTeach Ditto. Lots of boys love nonfiction. But same, we 
don't do reports. #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:06:58 +0000 - tweet id 52159711373574144 - #713 
tweet details

@MsRowse I actually prefer nonfiction to fiction, but I feel there isn't support for it in 
English curriculum #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:06:53 +0000 - tweet id 52159690515300352 - #714 
tweet details

@mindi_r I know the NF things that get the most attention in my CR are things with 
short sections to read, like One Million Things #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:06:51 +0000 - tweet id 52159680243441665 - #715 
tweet details

@RdngTeach For me, part of it is economics. I can get fiction paperbacks much 
cheaper than most NF #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:06:47 +0000 - tweet id 52159664061812737 - #716 
tweet details

@frankisibberson I think it is more difficult, at the elementary, to find quality NF that 
students can read #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:06:43 +0000 - tweet id 52159647083274240 - #717 
tweet details

@FoodieBooklvr My problem is, most of my nonfictions are dog books, a la Marley 
and Me type stories (I'm a sucker for buying dog books) #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:06:32 +0000 - tweet id 52159598689402880 - #718 
tweet details

@morebooksplz Does anyone use nonfiction graphic novels? #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:06:29 +0000 - tweet id 52159588593704960 - #719 
tweet details

@katsok In fifth grade I have some boys that prefer non-fiction but truly most 
students would gravitate towards fiction. #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:06:25 +0000 - tweet id 52159571426422784 - #720 
tweet details

@mbheartsbooks I've really focused on adding more NF to my library and can tell a 
difference in how I personally read & evaluate it #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:06:22 +0000 - tweet id 52159558931582976 - #721 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins Part of the difficulty of NF inclusion is the ability to adopt 
classroom sets. Do most departments lean toward trade adoption? #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:06:07 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52159496457433089 - #722 
tweet details

@frankisibberson My older students equate NF reading to "school" reading or 
textbook reading. #titletalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:06:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52159488534388736 - #723 
tweet details

@alybee930 Trying to read more NF myself. Also impressed with the GN non-fiction 
that is out there. #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:05:58 +0000 - tweet id 52159455881723904 - #724 
tweet details

@RdngTeach I have several young men rdrs right now who are clamoring for NF. 
Maybe bcs I don't make them do reports:)? #titletalk 
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Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:05:56 +0000 - tweet id 52159450940833792 - #725 
tweet details

@ewitt43 My 5 year-old son loves NF more so than any other type of book. Should 
be a sign to get more of them in my classroom. #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:05:56 +0000 - tweet id 52159448256495616 - #726 
tweet details

@FoodieBooklvr I agree @donalynbooks I don't have nearly enough nonfiction in 
my classroom, so I don't use it that much. #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:05:34 +0000 - tweet id 52159356128591872 - #727 
tweet details

@RdngTeach @donalynbooks Me either! I'm much more knowledgeable about 
fiction. Lots of my boy rdrs (inlcuding my own 4) want NF. #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:05:08 +0000 - tweet id 52159250272763905 - #728 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins I wonder how many of our #TitleTalk guests feel this same way, 
@donalynbooks. I feel this way sometimes too. Like once a year we look at NF. 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:05:08 +0000 - tweet id 52159249853321218 - #729 
tweet details

@donalynbooks It fascinates me that young children seem to love NF, but some 
grow to dislike/avoid it. Too many reports? #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:05:06 +0000 - tweet id 52159240470671360 - #730 
tweet details

@msj5ny Same here ~> “@thereadingzone: almost #titletalk time! I should really 
finish my lesson plans so I can focus on #titletalk....” 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:05:05 +0000 - tweet id 52159234267287552 - #731 
tweet details

@karenterlecky @donalynbooks fortunate enough to be on cybils panel so huge 
infusion of nf into classrm which pushes me to use it in many ways #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:05:03 +0000 - tweet id 52159228269432832 - #732 
tweet details

@mindi_r Donalyn, I'm right there with you. Using more NF is a goal for me for next 
year. THere's so much great stuff out there for MS. #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:05:01 +0000 - tweet id 52159219117473792 - #733 
tweet details

@thereadingzone I've been making a conscious effort to read more NF myself, and 
include more. My (male) HS students love NF. Prefer it, really #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:04:58 +0000 - tweet id 52159208245825536 - #734 
tweet details

@mbheartsbooks I hope this helps me get ready for school tomorrow after spring 
break! #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:04:58 +0000 - tweet id 52159204307378176 - #735 
tweet details

@ktbarnicle Nonfiction titles tonight. #titletalk sounds great! 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:04:52 +0000 - tweet id 52159181637165056 - #736 
tweet details

@katsok I need to get more non-fiction in my classroom. Probably have 2000 books 
in my room, about 250 are non-fiction. #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:04:49 +0000 - tweet id 52159166864826368 - #737 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins We return to school tomorrow. Beginning research project with 
our juniors this week. Or that time when we really focus on NF. #TitleTalk 
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Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:04:24 +0000 - tweet id 52159062053363712 - #738 
tweet details

@donalynbooks Our #titletalk topic tonight is nonfiction. Personally, I feel that I 
don't use nonfiction enough in my classroom. #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:04:00 +0000 - tweet id 52158962778390528 - #739 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins Hello, @donalynbooks! Wow, a month has gone by? It feels like 
we haven't talked in so long. How have you been? #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:03:26 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52158818704048128 - #740 
tweet details

@katsok Last day of Spring Break. Great transition back into school #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:02:58 +0000 - tweet id 52158703994011648 - #741 
tweet details

@donalynbooks Are you there @paulwhankins? I wouldn't start w/out you:) 
#titletalk #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:02:53 +0000 - tweet id 52158683135754240 - #742 
tweet details

@WriterRoss @PaulWHankins I just checked Twitter, saw this tweet, and laughed 
my RyanSeacrested head off. <g> Enjoy your #TitleTalk, Paul. 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:02:53 +0000 - tweet id 52158680984059904 - #743 
tweet details

@alybee930 My spring break is in two weeks...hopefully my brain works tonight 
#titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:02:52 +0000 - tweet id 52158676022214656 - #744 
tweet details

@CBethM @ewitt43 I was just wondering. I don't have a spring break. But I could 
sure use one! #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:02:45 +0000 - tweet id 52158650323701760 - #745 
tweet details

@thereadingzone Ugh, we still have almost a month before spring break here in 
NJ! #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:02:38 +0000 - tweet id 52158619453632512 - #746 
tweet details

@donalynbooks My break was two weeks ago. Back in the groove w/ students. 
#titletalk #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:02:24 +0000 - tweet id 52158559487660032 - #747 
tweet details

@katsok I'm so ready for #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:02:21 +0000 - tweet id 52158545961033728 - #748 
tweet details

@mindi_r Hey, everyone! looking forward to some great NF titles tonight. #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:02:14 +0000 - tweet id 52158517028728832 - #749 
tweet details

@chorkie #titletalk Ready, set, go 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:02:06 +0000 - tweet id 52158485223325697 - #750 
tweet details

@ewitt43 What is spring break? #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:02:02 +0000 - tweet id 52158468819386369 - #751 
tweet details
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@CBethM @PaulWHankins Such drama! Do you have music I should cue? ;) 
#titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:01:48 +0000 - tweet id 52158410854113280 - #752 
tweet details

@donalynbooks Welcome to this month's #titletalk! I appreciate those of you who 
are joining us during Spring Break! #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:01:41 +0000 - tweet id 52158380806123520 - #753 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins First of all, we want to welcome back our teaching friends who 
have been on Spring break this week. Celebrate those going. . .#TitleTalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:01:37 +0000 - tweet id 52158363982774272 - #754 
tweet details

@thereadingzone Read to talk about NF during tonight's #titletalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:01:28 +0000 - tweet id 52158327207100416 - #755 
tweet details

@alybee930 So excited for #titletalk Yay! 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:01:13 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52158261553668096 - #756 
tweet details

@thereadingzone Here for #titletalk! 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:01:06 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52158234064195584 - #757 
tweet details

@mbheartsbooks ready for #titletalk ... it will help get my brain back in gear after 
spring break! 
 
Mon Mar 28 00:00:54 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52158181207572480 - #758 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins Dim the lights. . .this. . .is. . .#TitleTalk. Is @donalynbooks here? 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:00:29 +0000 - tweet id 52158076467412993 - #759 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins @ddigiova I just wouldn't have the strength (or creativity) to pull 
that off, friend. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon, 28 Mar 2011 00:00:05 +0000 - tweet id 52157976974336000 - #760 
tweet details

@karenterlecky so excited about #titletalk! A perfect way to kick off the first week 
after spring break! 
 
Sun, 27 Mar 2011 23:59:22 +0000 - tweet id 52157798921928704 - #761 
tweet details

@CBethM Yay! Just about time for #titletalk! 
 
Sun, 27 Mar 2011 23:59:02 +0000 - tweet id 52157713613983744 - #762 
tweet details

@ddigiova So thankful #titletalk is not the same time as #armywives! 
 
Sun, 27 Mar 2011 23:58:48 +0000 - tweet id 52157653329256448 - #763 
tweet details

@thereadingzone almost #titletalk time! I should really finish my lesson plans so I 
can focus on #titletalk.... 
 
Sun, 27 Mar 2011 23:55:46 +0000 - tweet id 52156892235055104 - #764 
tweet details

@ewitt43 Kids need to go to bed so I can pay attention to #titletalk. My favorite time 
of the month! 
 
Sun, 27 Mar 2011 23:54:23 +0000 - tweet id 52156544267190274 - #765 
tweet details
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@ddigiova RT @PaulWHankins: T-Ten Minutes Until #TitleTalk with my friend, 
@donalynbooks and a super community of title sharing Tweeps. 8PM EST. Join us, 
friends! 
 
Sun, 27 Mar 2011 23:52:56 +0000 - tweet id 52156176208629760 - #766 
tweet details

@chorkie RT @PaulWHankins: T-Ten Minutes Until #TitleTalk with my friend, 
@donalynbooks and a super community of title sharing Tweeps. 8PM EST. Join us, 
friends! 
 
Sun, 27 Mar 2011 23:52:36 +0000 - tweet id 52156093358555136 - #767 
tweet details

@MsRowse Dishes done, laundry folded, grabbing a beverage before #TitleTalk 
starts! 
 
Sun Mar 27 23:51:41 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52155862831210496 - #768 
tweet details

@frankisibberson RT @PaulWHankins: T-Ten Minutes Until #TitleTalk with my 
friend, @donalynbooks and a super community of title sharing Tweeps. 8PM EST. 
Join us, friends! 
 
Sun, 27 Mar 2011 23:51:07 +0000 - tweet id 52155721256677376 - #769 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins T-Ten Minutes Until #TitleTalk with my friend, @donalynbooks 
and a super community of title sharing Tweeps. 8PM EST. Join us, friends! 
 
Sun, 27 Mar 2011 23:50:54 +0000 - tweet id 52155664809730048 - #770 
tweet details

@chorkie RT @ProfessorNana: RT @donalynbooks: Join @PaulWHankins & me in 
2 hrs. at 8 pm EST for this month's #TitleTalk. Nonfiction titles & instructional 
strategies. 
 
Sun, 27 Mar 2011 23:24:51 +0000 - tweet id 52149108743483392 - #771 
tweet details

@cb6luvs2read RT @donalynbooks: Join @PaulWHankins & me in 2 hrs. at 8 pm 
EST for this month's #TitleTalk. Our topic: Nonfiction titles & instructional strategies. 
 
Sun, 27 Mar 2011 23:17:38 +0000 - tweet id 52147295080292353 - #772 
tweet details

@RdngTeach Could me spring break start off any better??RT @katsok: 
@RdngTeach @donalynbooks @paulwhankins @tonykeefer Yep, #titletalk is 
tonight! 
 
Sun, 27 Mar 2011 22:47:24 +0000 - tweet id 52139684935114752 - #773 
tweet details

@ProfessorNana RT @donalynbooks: Join @PaulWHankins & me in 2 hrs. at 8 pm 
EST for this month's #TitleTalk. Nonfiction titles & instructional strategies. 
 
Sun, 27 Mar 2011 22:40:38 +0000 - tweet id 52137983570223104 - #774 
tweet details

@katsok @RdngTeach @donalynbooks @paulwhankins @tonykeefer Yep, 
#titletalk is tonight! 
 
Sun, 27 Mar 2011 22:29:48 +0000 - tweet id 52135257499111424 - #775 
tweet details

@CareOhLion What time is #titletalk? 
 
Sun, 27 Mar 2011 22:29:14 +0000 - tweet id 52135114355900416 - #776 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins RT @donalynbooks: Join @PaulWHankins & me in 2 hrs. at 8 pm 
EST for this month's #TitleTalk. Our topic: Nonfiction titles & instructional strategies. 
 
Sun, 27 Mar 2011 22:12:50 +0000 - tweet id 52130988993687552 - #777 
tweet details
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@donalynbooks Join @PaulWHankins & me in 2 hrs. at 8 pm EST for this month's 
#TitleTalk. Our topic: Nonfiction titles & instructional strategies. 
 
Sun, 27 Mar 2011 22:03:24 +0000 - tweet id 52128613138579456 - #778 
tweet details

@RdngTeach @donalynbooks @paulwhankins @tonykeefer @katsok Is #titletalk 
tonight???? 
 
Sun, 27 Mar 2011 22:00:39 +0000 - tweet id 52127922970046466 - #779 
tweet details

@frankisibberson @TonyKeefer @katsok You two are way more organized than I 
am--prepping for #titletalk. Very impressive:-) 
 
Sun, 27 Mar 2011 21:51:48 +0000 - tweet id 52125693533892608 - #780 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @paulwhankins @tonykeefer @katsok You started #TitleTalk 
w/out me? What did I miss? 
 
Sun, 27 Mar 2011 21:47:34 +0000 - tweet id 52124627471839232 - #781 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins @thebrainlair Non-Fiction Titles, friend. It should be a good 
discussion. Lots of titles and ideas to share in tonight's #TitleTalk. 
 
Sun, 27 Mar 2011 21:36:15 +0000 - tweet id 52121782399934464 - #782 
tweet details

@thebrainlair @PaulWHankins @tonykeefer @katsok @donalynbooks what's 
tonight's #titletalk subject? 
 
Sun, 27 Mar 2011 21:33:36 +0000 - tweet id 52121112649269249 - #783 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins @eductwitt @mardieteach @RdngTeach As a precursor to 
tonight's #TitleTalk--we can see by this example what we had to offer to this allusion. 
 
Sun, 27 Mar 2011 21:17:32 +0000 - tweet id 52117070799831041 - #784 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins @TonyKeefer @katsok Aha! #titletalk before the #titletalk. Don't 
make me tweet @donalynbooks about this. . .You're both on notice (wink). 
 
Sun, 27 Mar 2011 20:59:52 +0000 - tweet id 52112626196553728 - #785 
tweet details

@katsok @TonyKeefer 14. How about you?#titletalk 
 
Sun, 27 Mar 2011 20:44:56 +0000 - tweet id 52108867986923520 - #786 
tweet details

@TonyKeefer @katsok how many on your list? working on mine too. #titletalk 
 
Sun, 27 Mar 2011 20:34:08 +0000 - tweet id 52106150275063809 - #787 
tweet details

@katsok Just made a list of the non-fiction titles I have enjoyed this school year. I'm 
ready for #titletalk! 
 
Sun, 27 Mar 2011 20:13:35 +0000 - tweet id 52100976043245568 - #788 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins @ddigiova That's right. #TitleTalk is tonight at 8PM EST. I have 
been busy today going through titles, drafting some notes, etc. 
 
Sun, 27 Mar 2011 18:19:47 +0000 - tweet id 52072337775923200 - #789 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins RT @ddigiova: Yay! #titletalk tonight! 
 
Sun, 27 Mar 2011 18:19:12 +0000 - tweet id 52072190337748992 - #790 
tweet details

@ddigiova Yay! #titletalk tonight! 
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Sun, 27 Mar 2011 15:07:57 +0000 - tweet id 52024062997831681 - #791 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins RT @katsok: Last day of Spring Break, think I'll spend it in the 
coffee shop this afternoon and with #titletalk tonight. Excellent way t ... 
 
Sun Mar 27 15:02:48 +0000 2011 - tweet id 52022767649959936 - #792 
tweet details

@yaloveblog Blech- Twitter feels a little dramatic today. I'll be back for #titletalk, but 
until then I'll be reading, blogging & cleaning. #nomoredrama 
 
Sun, 27 Mar 2011 15:02:10 +0000 - tweet id 52022606701920258 - #793 
tweet details

@katsok Last day of Spring Break, think I'll spend it in the coffee shop this 
afternoon and with #titletalk tonight. Excellent way to end the week. 
 
Sun, 27 Mar 2011 14:56:09 +0000 - tweet id 52021092369436672 - #794 
tweet details

@cybraryman1 Sunday Chats: #gtie #ageduchat #blogchat #titletalk #slpchat (April 
10) My Ed Chats page: http://bit.ly/drYysm 
 
Sun Mar 27 11:39:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 51971619631017984 - #795 
tweet details

@katsok RT @donalynbooks: Join @PaulWHankins & me for #TitleTalk tomorrow 
night at 8 pm EST. Topic: Nonfiction books 
 
Sun, 27 Mar 2011 05:24:16 +0000 - tweet id 51877174826901504 - #796 
tweet details

@TonyKeefer @donalynbooks @PaulWHankins can't wait for #TitleTalk tomorrow 
night. http://amzn.to/fHtb05 is a current nf fave in my room. 
 
Sun, 27 Mar 2011 03:23:08 +0000 - tweet id 51846687999799296 - #797 
tweet details

@thereadingzone RT @donalynbooks: Join @PaulWHankins & me for #TitleTalk 
tomorrow night at 8 pm EST. Topic: Nonfiction books 
 
Sun, 27 Mar 2011 02:54:55 +0000 - tweet id 51839587554828288 - #798 
tweet details

@mbheartsbooks RT @donalynbooks: Join @PaulWHankins & me for #TitleTalk 
tomorrow night at 8 pm EST. Topic: Nonfiction books 
 
Sun, 27 Mar 2011 01:15:12 +0000 - tweet id 51814494023856128 - #799 
tweet details

@RogueTeaching RT @donalynbooks: Join @PaulWHankins & me for #TitleTalk 
tomorrow night at 8 pm EST. Topic: Nonfiction books 
 
Sun, 27 Mar 2011 00:31:21 +0000 - tweet id 51803456528322560 - #800 
tweet details

@RogueTeaching RT @PaulWHankins: @donalynbooks @paulwhankins 
#TitleTalk #7 "Non-Fiction Books and Ideas for Lesson Planning w/ Non-Fiction. 
Sunday 3/27 at 8PM EST 
 
Sun, 27 Mar 2011 00:31:01 +0000 - tweet id 51803374215102464 - #801 
tweet details

@MsRowse RT @donalynbooks: Join @PaulWHankins & me for #TitleTalk 
tomorrow night at 8 pm EST. Topic: Nonfiction books 
 
Sun, 27 Mar 2011 00:08:31 +0000 - tweet id 51797712995221504 - #802 
tweet details

@chorkie RT @PaulWHankins: @donalynbooks @paulwhankins #TitleTalk #7 
"Non-Fiction Books and Ideas for Lesson Planning w/ Non-Fiction. Sunday 3/27 at 
8PM EST 
 
Sun, 27 Mar 2011 00:08:31 +0000 - tweet id 51797712152182785 - #803 
tweet details
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@chorkie RT @donalynbooks: Join @PaulWHankins & me for #TitleTalk tomorrow 
night at 8 pm EST. Topic: Nonfiction books 
 
Sun Mar 27 00:07:30 +0000 2011 - tweet id 51797455532077056 - #804 
tweet details

@skajder RT @donalynbooks: Join @PaulWHankins & me for #TitleTalk tomorrow 
night at 8 pm EST. Topic: Nonfiction books 
 
Sun, 27 Mar 2011 00:06:56 +0000 - tweet id 51797312061714432 - #805 
tweet details

@frankisibberson RT @donalynbooks: Join @PaulWHankins & me for #TitleTalk 
tomorrow night at 8 pm EST. Topic: Nonfiction books 
 
Sun, 27 Mar 2011 00:06:35 +0000 - tweet id 51797226313363456 - #806 
tweet details

@bookyarncafe RT @PaulWHankins: @donalynbooks @paulwhankins #TitleTalk 
#7 "Non-Fiction Books and Ideas for Lesson Planning w/ Non-Fiction. Sunday 3/27 
at 8PM EST 
 
Sun, 27 Mar 2011 00:02:41 +0000 - tweet id 51796242761650176 - #807 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins RT @donalynbooks: Join @PaulWHankins & me for #TitleTalk 
tomorrow night at 8 pm EST. Topic: Nonfiction books 
 
Sun, 27 Mar 2011 00:01:40 +0000 - tweet id 51795989362778112 - #808 
tweet details

@donalynbooks Join @PaulWHankins & me for #TitleTalk tomorrow night at 8 pm 
EST. Topic: Nonfiction books 
 
Sun Mar 27 00:01:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 51795926834098176 - #809 
tweet details
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